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Der vorliegende Bericht betrifft eine Studie, die für das Stripa
Projekt ausgeführt wurde. Die Autoren haben ihre eigenen Ansichten 
und Schlussfolgerungen dargestellt. Diese müssen nicht unbedingt 
mit denjenigen des Auftraggebers übereinstimmen. 

Le présent rapport a été préparé pour le projet de Stripa. Les opi
nions et conclusions présentées sont celles des auteurs et ne cor
respondent pas nécessairement à ceux du client. 

This report concerns a study which was conducted for the Stripa 
Project. The conclusions and viewpoints presented in the report are 
those of the authors and do not necessarily coincide with those of 
the client. 



Das Stripa-Projekt ist ein Projekt der Nuklearagentur der DECO. Unter inter
nationaler Beteiligung werden im Rahmen einer 3. Phase dieses Projektes von 
1986-1991 Forschungsarbeiten in einem unterirdischen Felslabor in Schweden 
durchgefuhrt. Unter Anwendung des in den vorhergehenden Phasen 1 und 2 
Gelernten sol len folgende Arbeiten realisiert werden: 

- Anwendung verschiedener Felduntersuchungs- und Berechnungsmethoden, urn den 
Wasserfluss und Nuklidtransport in einem unbekannten Felsvolumen des Stri
pagranites vorherzusagen und anschliessend zu uberprufen 

- Evaluation verschiedenster Materialien und Methoden zum Abdichten wasser-
fUhrender Klufte im Stripagranit 

Seitens der Schweiz beteiligt sich die Nagra an diesen Untersuchungen. Die 
technischen Berichte aus dem Stripa-Projekt erscheinen gleichzeitig in der 
NTB-Serie der Nagra. 

The Stripa Project is organised as an autonomous project of the Nuclear 
Energy Agency of the DECO. Dver the time period 1986-1991 (Phase 3 of the 
Project), an international cooperative programme of investigations is being 
carried out in an underground rock laboratory in Sweden. Building on expe
rience gained in Phases 1 and 2, the following research will be carried out: 

- Application of various site characterisation techniques and analysis 
methods with a view to predicting and validating groundwater flow and 
nuclide transport in an unexplored volume of Stripa granite 

- Verification of the use of different materials and techniques for sealing 
water-bearing fractures in the Stripa granite 

Switzerland is represented in the Stripa Project by Nagra and the Stripa 
Project technical reports appear in the Nagra NTB series. 

Le projet de Stripa est un projet de l'Agence de l'DCDE pour l'Energie 
Nucleaire. C'est dans le cadre d'une troisieme phase de ce pro jet allant de 
1986 a 1991, que des travaux de recherches sont realises avec une participa
tion internationale, dans un laboratoire souterrain de Suede. 11 s'agit 
d'effectuer les travaux ci-dessous, en mettant en application ce que lion a 
appris au cours des precedentes phases 1 et 2: 

- Application de diverses methodes de recherches sur le terrain et de cal
cul, pour prevoir puis contr6ler l'ecoulement de lleau et le transport des 
nucleides dans un volume rocheux inconnu du granite de Stripa 

- Evaluation des methodes et des materiaux les plus divers, en vue de colma-
ter des fractures aquiferes du granite de Stripa 

La Cedra participe a ces recherches pour la Suisse. Les rapports techniques 
rediges a propos du projet de Stripa paraissent en meme temps dans la serie 
des Rapports Techniques de la Cedra (NTB). 
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PREFACE 

The research work described in this Licentiate Thesis was 

sp:::>nsored by the Stripa Phase III programme on Site Olarac

terization and Validation (SOl). Financial sup:r;x:>rt was also 

provided by the Lulea University of Technology. The work was 

carried. out by Eva Hakami, Division of Rock Mechanics, Lulea 

Uni versi ty of Technology. The work was C01111issioned by the 

Norwegian Geotechanical Institute, through NGI' s role as one 

of the Principal Investigators in the Stripa SOl Proj ect. 

Nick Barton acted as a research advisor. 

The figure on the following page illustrates the different 

scales of rc::ck mechanics investigation that are being fol

lowed in the SOl progranme. Joints are characterized at three 

different scales in accordance with the availability of sam

ples at different stages in the programme. 

Index tests are perfonned on a large number of joint samples 

recovered fran cores of 100 mn diameter. Larger scale coupled 

stress flow tests (CSFT) are perfonned on a limited number of 

joint samples recovered fran 200 mn diameter cores. N3I, Uni

versi ty of Newfoundland and Lulea Uni versi ty of Technology 

have performed tests at this intermediate scale. Tests of the 

same type (CSFT) are also being perfonned on a single joint 

of approximately 1.4 m in length, in a 1 x 1 m in-situ block 

test in the 3D drift. The ul tirnate goal is to be able to 

predict changes of joint aperture and joint conducti vi ty in 

the disturbed zone created by a validation drift. 

In this research study, Eva Hakami utilized. joint samples 

fran Stripa that were recovered in 200 nm cores. The joints 

were kindly provided by C11emflow fran the 2D drift, and re

present the N-S trending joint set that has been identified 

in the SOl programme. The replica technique requires that the 

joints are opened before replicas are cast. The samples are 
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therefore representative of disturbed joints. Additional 

joint samples fran other localities are included in the study 

for ccmparison with the relatively srrooth and nearly planar 

Stripa joints. 

N. Barton 

Oslo, May 1989 
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Joint characterization stages for the Stripa SCV programme. 
Sample size effects influence the data collected under each 
stage of joint characterization. 
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A prerequisite for successful modelling of groundwater flow 

in crystalline rocks is gcxxi estimates of the single joint 

conducti vi ty. The hydranechanical pruperties of a single rock 

joint are governed by the gecmetry of the void space between 

the two joint surfaces. Closure of the joint due to cc:mpres

sion will change this gecmetry and consequently change the 

penneabili ty. The aperture distribution of rock joints has 

been studied by several different techniques including those 

of Gentier (1986), Gale (1987) and Pyrak-Nolte et ale (1987). 

The variable aperture and the contact areas causes tortuosity 

of the flow. It is therefore difficult to calculate the per

meability and velocities of the flow inside the joint. To 

study the coupling between void gecmetry and flow pruperties 

a technique to make transparent models of rcx:X joints was 

developed. 

Both sides of the rock joint is replicated using rubber casts 

fran the surfaces and a strong clear epoxy. The replicas were 

subjected to cyclic nJnnal loading before they were used in 

the experiments. 

A method to measure the true aperture, E, inside the joint 

replicas was developed. water dIDps, with a J.ma.m volt.nne, are 

placed at different points between the joint surfaces as they 

match together. The dIDps will cover certain areas of the 

surface depending on the actual apertures at each point. A 

record of the spots is taken by phJtographs. The joint repli

ca is held canpressed in a transparent fixture during the 

aperture measurements and the flow experiments. 

The sides of the joint replicas were sealed off and a CDIl

stant water pressure applied at the inflow. The total flow 

was measured for different pressures. The tortuosity of the 

water flow could be studied using colour injections. Diffe-
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rent streamlines were made visible by separate injections. 

The velocity of the injected colour was also measured, there

by giving the flav velocity along different paths over the 

joint surface. Flav and velcx::ity experiments on an ideal 

joint IOC>del consisting of tVK> plexi-glass platens, shcMed 

gcx:xl agreement between theoretical and measured values. 

Five joint samples were used in the study. Three samples were 

selected fran drillcores fran Stripa mine. The size of the 

samples varied between 1 and 3 dm
2 

• 

The apertures were measured with a density of about one p:::>int 

per an2
• The result is presented in the form of frequency 

histograms, isoplots and terrain rrodels. The result sh::Jw that 

for all samples the aperture distribution is skewed tcMards 

larger apertures and that the spread is longer for the ITOst 

open samples. All distributions fi t well to IC>CJ- normal func

tions. The average aperture varies between 0.1 - 0.5 mTI for 

the five samples. 

The equivalent hydraulic apertures, e, were determined fran 

the flav experiments. The quotient E/ e varies between 1.1 and 

1.7 for samples with e varying between 0.13 and 0.43 mTI. For 

a case with e smaller than 5 11m the quotient was sh::Mn to be 

higher than 16. 

The velocity of the water flow varied strongly between diffe

rent paths for the samples with a large spread in aperture. 

The sample which was well mated shcMed less variation in mea

sured water flav velcx::i ty . 

The tortuosity also varied in a corresponding way. The maxi

mum ratio of the relative flav length was 1.34 for the sample 

wi th the ITOst uneven and tortuous flCM. 

It was concluded fran the experimental results that matedness 

is an impJrtant factor for the conductive properties of a 

joint. Matedness should therefore be considered in geohydro

logical surveys. 
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ABSTRACr 

To study the hydranechanical properties of single rock joints 

a teclmique to make transparent replicas of natural joint 

surfaces has been developed. Five different joint samples 

were replicated and studied. The aperture distribution of the 

joints were obtained through a measurement metlxrl provided by 

the transparent replicas. The principle behind the method is 

that a water drop with a knc:Mn voltnne, which is placed inside 

a joint, will cover a certain area of the surface depending 

on the average size of aperture at the actual IX>int. 

Flav tests were perfonned on the same joint replicas. The 

tortuousi ty of the flav and the velocity along singel stream 

lines were measured using colour injections into the water 

flav through the joints. The equivalent hydraulic apertures 

detennined fran the flav tests were sh:::Mn to be snaller than 

the average mechanical apertures. The velocity of the flav 

varies strongly between different paths over the joint de

pending on the spatial distribution of the apertures. The 

degree of matedness between the joint surfaces is an i.mp:::>r

tant factor influencing the channeling character of the 

joints. 
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RESUME 

Une technique pour la réalisation de répliques transparentes de 
surfaces de joints naturelles a été mise au point pour l'étude des 
propriétés hydromécaniques de simples joints rocheux. Cinq exemples 
différents de joints ont été reproduits et étudiés. La distribution 
des ouvertures dans les joints a été obtenue par une méthode de 
mesure fournie par les répliques transparentes. Le principe à la 
base de cette méthode est qu1une goutte d'eau de volume donné, 
placée à l 1 intérieur d'un joint, va recouvrir une certaine partie 
de la surface dépendant de la dimension moyenne des ouvertures au 
point en question. 

Des essais de circulation ont été exécutés sur ces mêmes répliques 
de joints. La tortuosité de l'écoulement et la vitesse le long des 
différents chenaux de circulation ont été déterminées par des 
injections de colorants dans l'eau circulant à travers les joints. 
Les ouvertures hydrauliques équivalentes déterminées à l'aide des 
essais de circulation se sont révélées être inférieures aux 
ouvertures mécaniques moyennes. Les vitesses d'écoulement varient 
fortement entre les différents chenaux dans le joint, dépendant de 
la distribution spatiale des ouvertures. Le degré de correspondance 
entre les surfaces des joints est un facteur important qui 
influence la propension des joints à former des chenaux. 
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Um die hydromechanischen Eigenschaften von Einzelklüften im Gestein 
zu untersuchen, wurde ein Verfahren entwickelt, um transparente 
Reproduktionen der natürlichen Kluftflächen zu erzeugen. Fünf ver
schiedene Kluftproben wurden reproduziert und studiert. Die Vertei
lung der Kluftöffnungsweiten wurde mittels einer auf den transpa
renten Reproduktionen basierenden Messmethode bestimmt. Das Prinzip 
dieser Methode ist, dass ein Wassertropfen mit einem bekannten 
Volumen innerhalb einer Kluft eine bestimmte Oberfläche decken 
wird, abhängig von der mittleren Grösse der Kluftöffnung am jewei
ligen Messpunkt. 

Mit den gleichen Kluftreproduktionen wurden Fliesstests durchge
führt. Die Tortuo~ität des Flusses und die Fliessgeschwindigkeit 
entlang einzelnen Strömungslinien wurden mittels Farbinjektionen in 
den Wasserfluss in den Klüften bestimmt. Es wurde gezeigt, dass die 
mit den Fliesstests gemessenen hydraulischen Oeffnungsweiten klei
ner waren als die mittleren mechanischen Oeffnungsweiten. Die 
Fliessgeschwindigkeiten variieren stark zwischen den verschiedenen 
Fliesswegen in der Kluft, abhängig von der räumlichen Verteilung 
der Oeffnungsweiten. Der Grad der Paarung zwischen den Kluftflächen 
ist ein wichtiger Parameter, der die Kanalbildungscharakteristik 
der Klüfte beeinflusst. 



1 INl'RCIJlK:TICN 

Radioactive waste fran nuclear p:Mer plants and other hazardous waste 

is a grc:wing problem in the industrial vx:>rld. To find solutions to all 

the technical problems involved with safe final disp::>sal is n::M the 

urgent task for researchers in different branches of science allover 

the VX)rld. 

Many countries are considering to build their reposi tories in the 

bedrock and in this way make use of the ground as a further barrier 

against the spread of radioactive nuclides migrating fran the waste. 

Effort is therefore put into a better understanding of groundwater 

flow and transport in rock masses. 

Sweden has chosen to study the possibilities and conditions to con

struct a repository in crystalline rock. Chrystalline rocks generally 

occur as blocks of hard intact rock material intersected and b:)Unded 

by fractures. This system or network of rrore or less connected frac

tures is the major conductor of water, since the permeability of the 

intact rock is very low. The flCM through such a network will depend 

b::>th on the properties of every single joint and on the gecmetry of 

the network itself. 

Statistical treatment of field data can be used to develop stochastic 

models for the location, size and orientation of the joints in a net

VX)rk. These models are a tool in so called network modelling, where 

the real rock mass is simulated in simplified form using available 

data, in an attempt to predict the groundwater flow around an under

ground construction during different situations. 

Good estimates of water flCM through the single joints is hc:wever a 

prerequisite for a successful network modelling since they are the 

units out of which the network is built. The joint aperture and the 

water pressure are the controlling parameters of the flOW" through a 

single joint, but the fact that their values vary over the joint area 

is the main reason why the problem of flOW"-predictions is so canpli

cated. 

I 
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The gecmetry of the void space inside a joint plane is defined by the 

two joint surfaces as they are pressed against each other. Different 

rock types have different mineral canposi tions which influences the 

void geanetry and h::M it changes due to canpression. The roughness of 

the surfaces will naturally also be important to the character of the 

fonned void space. 

Due to changes of the stress situation in the rock mass the joints may 

undergo a series of shear ITOVements and dilatation changes. The degree 

of fit between the tv."o opposing surfaces, called matedness, is strong

ly governing the hydranechanical properties of the joint. The geolo

gical history may also cause filling material to form on the surfaces 

which normally has a tightening and softening effect. 

To find these relations between joint surface top::>graphy, stiffness 

and pernieabili ty has been the aim for several researchers during the 

last decade, am:::>ng" others Iwai (1976), Gale (1982), Gentier (1986) and 

BrcMI1 (1987). Laooratory testing of natural and artificial joints has 

been perfonned along wi th the developnent of theories. This ~rk has 

resulted in fonnulas for the total flew through a joint, see for 

example Tsang and Witherspoon (1981) and Barton et ale (1985). 

HCMever, predictions of average total flew is not sufficient in the 

safety analyses around a dispJSal of radioactive material, because 

they have to canprise travel times and retardation of radionuclides. 

Short travel times could allow still unacceptably radioactive parti

cles to reach the accessible environment outside the controlled area 

of the repository. Therefore the speed and volt.nne of the the fastest 

transport is very important. The flCM pattern, or channelling, in the 

single rock joints has becane a focus for attention, GFDVAL -87 and 

Tsang and Tsang (1987). 

The aim of the present work has been to develop an experimental tech

nique that gives a better understanding of the nature of flow inside a 

joint. Visual studies was judged as a good approach to the channeling 

problem. Using transparent m:::>dels of rock joints the tortuos stream 

lines of the flow inside can be shc:Mn. 



In the first part of the thesis the vx:>rk on hydranechanical properties 

of single rcx:;k joints is reviewed, including a general discussion 

aoout limitations and conclusions. Next part describes the developed 

technique to make transparent replicas of natural joints and the 

experimental methods for aperture and flow measurements. The last part 

gives the results fran experiments perfonned on five different joint 

samples followed by a discussion and conclusions. 

3 
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2 HYDRCMEXlIANICAL PROPERTIES OF SJN;LE ROCK JOrnrs 

Bearing in mind that the hydraulic properties of a rock mass can only 

be calculated if the entire CClTlplex of influencing factors is known, 

this review is concentrating on the properties of single joints. 

Researchers on flCM in single joints have been involved in different 

aspects of the problem which are actually closely cormected to each 

other. In the follCMing review the previous \'X)rk has been separated 

into three different themes. 

Void geanetry - which is the factor controlling the penneability. 

Closure - is indirectly important since closure of joints changes 

the void geanetry. 

calculation of flCM - Theories and rrodels based on different 

parameters . 

2.1 Void geaootry 

The ability of a joint to transmit water depends primarily on the size 

of the void between the op~sing rock walls, known as the joint aper

ture. Few \'X)rkers have tried to directly measure the canplex three 

dimensional geanetry of this void space in the joint. 

A direct attempt in measuring the aperture was performed by Gentier 

( 1986 ). She measured the surface height along profiles, on the oppo

site sides of the joint. The profiles were put together to fonn the 

ccmposite top:>:JTaphy, i.e. the aperture profile at zero nonnal load 

( Fig. 2.1). Figure 2.2 shcMs the frequency histograms over the aper

tures derived in their experiments. 
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Figure 2.1 Profiles fran upper and ICMer surface of a joint. 
The profiles AB are perpendicular to m on the same 
joint surface. Gentier (1986). 

Another technique to reveal the apertures inside a joint has been de

veloped by Gale (1987). The experiments involves inj ection of an epoxy 

resin into the j oint under normal load. After hardening the j oint is 

cut into sections and the distances between the rock surfaces and the 

thickness of the resin is measured along the profiles, (Fig. 2.3). In 

Figure 2.4 the variation in aperture and resin thickness fran all pro

files is shown by frequency histograms. The j oint specimen was ob

tained fran the Stripa test site in Sweden. 
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Figure 2.2 Histograms and cumulative histograms of the 
apertures along the profiles (Fig. 2.1) in 
the direction AS and m respectively. 
Gentier (1986). 



Figure 2.3 

OIAM •• 0.15 m 

Distribution of p:>re space along four profiles 
in STR2. Gale (1987). 

Barton et a1. (1985) introduced in their w:>rk the tenn mechanical 

aperture E in contrast to the wide 1 y used hydraulic aperture e (Fig. 

2.5). By this distinction they r:nint out the difference between the 

real void geometry and the parallell-plate case which defines the so 

called hydraulic aperture. The average aperture of a specimen under 

very low nonnal load was defined as the initial mechanical aperture 

E • To directly measure the parameter E , Bandis (1980) inserted a 
o 0 

tapered feeler gauge in visible gaps between the mated surfaces around 

the edges. The usual range of apertures for fresh and rnoderatly weath

ered joints was between 100 llm to 300 llm and between 300 llm to 650 lim 

for weathered joint specimens. 

Barton and Bakhtar (1983) prop:>sed an empirical equation for estima

tion of the E values presented by Bandis (1980). This equation was o 
based on the index parameters JRC and JCS, fran the study by Barton 

and Oloubey (1977). 

7 
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Figure 2.5 Conparison of real mechanical apertures (E) wi th 
thEDre-tical sm:x::>th wall conducting apertures (e). 

Barton et ale (1985). 

Sane indirect infonnaton about the void space in a joint can also 'be 

gained by studying the distribution of contact points. Iwai (1976) has 

followed this idea and used thin plastic film between the joint sur

faces that are pressed together. In Figure 2.6 his result shows the 

difference in nature 'between joints fran different rock types and it 

shcMs the expected effect of increased nonnal load. 

Another way of studying contact J;Dints was used by Pyrak-Nol te et ale 

( 1987). They studied the defonnation and flav properties of fractures 

in samples fran stripa granite (quartz rronzoni te) which were 52 rnn in 

diameter. 'Wocxi' s metal was pumped into the fractured sample while it 

was held in a triaxial test vessel at a temperature just atove the 

mel ting point. The fluid pressure and the axial load was maintained 

9 
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until the metal was solidified. When the to halves of the sample was 

separated the metal casts on the surfaces srould correspond to the 

void geanetry at the actual effective stress. 
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Figure 2.6 Sketch of contact areas obtained for granite with 
2 2 o = 1.3 MN/m (a), and 0 = 20 MN/m (b), and for 

marble with 0 = 20 MN/m2 (c). Iwai ( 1976 ) . 



Using SEM and photographic techniques the images fran each surface was 

evaluated and superimp::>sed to fonn the image of the joint area. Figure 

2.7a-c shows images for sample E30 for 3, 33 and 85 MPa respectively. 

Figure 2.7d is a 25 times magnification of a part of Figure 2.7c. 

Black areas corresponds to metal and white areas corresponds to areas 

in contact. 

The structure of the contact areas can be described as fractal gecmet

ries, Nolte et al. (1987). The fractal dimension of the images from 

the tMJ studied samples, fran Stripa granite, decreased fran D = 2.00 

to values near D = 1.96 as the stress increased up to 85 MPa. 

Bandis (1980) studied the damaged contact areas after shear tests of 

joints. Using identical joint ITDdels, cut into samples of different 

size, he was able to study the effect of scale. The investigation 

revealed the following features: 

1) increasing ntnnber of small contact areas on smaller samples 

2) increasing size of individual contact areas on larger samples 

3) the scale effect reduces for planar joints 

A theoretical approach to the problem of void geanetry is taken by 

Brawn and Scholz (1985a,b) and (1986) and BrcMI1 (1987). They assume 

that each joint surface has asperities of all scales distributed ran

danly a1:::x::>ut the mean plane and that this can be described mathemati

cally by a tMJ-dimensional randan function. 
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a) 

Approx.imate Scale 

I I 
10 mm 

d) 

Approximate S cal t 

~ 
O.4mm 

Figure 2.7 Oontact area composite images for sample E30 for 
a) 3 MPa, b) 33 MPA and c) 85 MPa. The black p:::>rtion 
is the flow path gecmetry; the white areas are the 
contact areas. The resolution of the patten1S is 
about 3 % of the diameter. d) A canputer enhanced 
canposi te image of SEM micro-graphs of E30 at 85 MPa 
under 25 times magnification. 
Nolte et al. (1987). 



The sunmed height of roth surfaces, COllp:)sing a joint, gives the so 

called ccmposi te topography (Fig. 2.8). The local maxima on the gene

rated COllp:)si te to{X)9Taphy also beccmes randcmly distributed and was 

described by a probability density function that fitted best with 

profile measurements on joint surfaces, BJ:"CMIl and Scholz (1985a). 

Later a fractal rrodel was connected to describe the auto correlation 

of the surface height distribution, B:roNIl (1987). In 1:x::>th cases the 

slope of the pc:Mer spectrum fran linear profile measurements is an 

irnp::>rtant parameter. Figure 2.9 s1.1cMs t:vK:> aperture distributions gene

rated fran surfaces, placed together to fonn a joint, at different 

separation. 

d 

a) 

d -~~'~----COMPOSITE 
z = Z.+ Z2 TOPOGRAPHY 

b) _____ lllllJH~_- ____ _ 

Figure 2.8 a) Schematic cross section through a joint. 
The surface heights are measured fran parallel 
reference planes fixed in each surface. 
b) The "ccmposite top::>graphy" of a joint is 
defined by StID11ling the heights of 1:x::>th surfaces 
at each point along the joint. The local maxima 
of the COllp:)si te top::>graphy are the places where 
the surfaces are closest together. 
Brown and Scholz (1985a). 
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a) 

Figure 2.9 Aperture distributions d( x, y) fonned by placing tw:::> 
surfaces (D = 2.5) together at separations of 
a) d = 20, and b) d = 10. Flat areas are regions of 
zeromaperture or "coPitacts" defined by the overlap of 
the tw:::> surfaces. Brown (1987). 

2.2 Closure 

As will be discussed in section 2.3, the flCM through a joint is very 

sensi ti ve to changes in aperture. Therefore the influence of stress 

distribution cannot be neglected in a geohydrological study. 

Any underground excavation will change the stress field in the sur

rounding rock mass. Sane joints will close due to increased canpres

sive stresses, while other joints will open due to a decrease in 

canpressive stresses. still other joints will be subjected to shear 

stresses causing shear rrovements and dilation, Barton (1986). In pace 



with the general developnent of stress calculating techniques there 

has been a growing demand for stress-conducti vi ty relationships for 

rock masses. 

Fran the mechanical point of view the stress-closure relation is a 

matter of joint stiffness which is a CXl11TOnly used parameter in rock 

mechanics. The ccmron definition of joint stiffness is based on the 

testing procedure. The IX>nnal joint stiffness is measured with a 

loading machine that canpresses the specimen, containing a joint, 

while the IX>nnal displacement of the specimen is measured. The ob

tained stress-dispacement CUIVe is calibrated against a similar curve 

for an intact sample of the same rock. The slope of the resulting 

curve gives the stiffness of the joint at different IX>nnal loads. 

Figure 2.10, from Bandis et ale (1983), shows examples of typical 

joint defonnation behaviour due to cyclic nonnal loading. The perma

nent defonnation after the first cycles and the increase in stiffness 

with cycles is often attributed to seating disturbances during sam

pling of the joint, e.g. Iwai (1976) and Bandis et ale (1983). In-situ 

joints probably follows a stress-closure relationship more similar to 

the third or forth cycle when these disturbances are rerroved, Barton 

et ale ( 1985 ) . 

The variable joint stiffness gives IX> direct infonnation on the change 

of aperture distribution due to canpression. It includes all possible 

factors of the joint such as weathered rock surfaces, joint filling 

and the degree of matedness. With the stiffness approach one can get 

round the problem of the real stress distribution over the joint area 

since it is based on average stress. 

Tsang (1984) used an aperture distribution, n( b ) , derived fran experi

ments by Gentier (1986), in her study of tortuosity effects on flCM 

through joints at different degree of contact, (Fig. 2.11). When the 

fracture closed by 11 b, as a result of applied stress, all the aper

tures smaller than 11 b became zero, and a new aperture distribution was 

obtained. Mathematically this distribution is the same as the original 

n( b) truncated by 11 b and translating the remaining plot to the origin. 

15 
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In Figure 2.11 truncation corresponding to fractional areas of 15, 25 

and 35 % are marked. Hypothetical analytical functions chosen for n(b) 

were also investigated in the study. 
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Figure 2.11 Aperture density distribution n( b ) derived fran 
10 sets of surface roughness profiles of a granite 
fracture (measured by S. Gentier). Tsang (1984). 

The YXJrk on joint stiffness by Brc:mn and Scholz (1986) has many fea

tures in CXl.11TOI1 with 'the YXJrk by Swan (1983). Both approaches are 

based up:>n theories presented by Greenw.::x:xl and Williamson (1966) and 

Greenwood and Tripp (1971) who used the elastic analysis of Hertz to 

describe contact between tM::> rough uncorrelated surfaces. The aperture 

rrodel used by Brc:mn and Sholz is described in section 2.1. 

For the problem of closure Brc:mn and Scholz also chose the truncation 

approach. The change in canp::>si te top:::>graphy was obtained by subtract

ing the same closure distance fran all the values, as if the contact

ing p:>ints were not connected to nor influenced by the neighOOuring 

p:>ints, i.e. a truncation of the aperture distribution. Points with 

zero aperture or "overlapping" p:>ints are defined as contacts. The 

change in void gecmetry due to closure, or smaller separation between 

the tM::> stiff surfaces, is shown in Figure 2.9. 
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rrhe uneven distribution of contacts between the surfaces of a can

pressed joint will hc:Mever give rise to stress concentrations and a 

varying anount of defonnation. Hopkins et ale (1987) also shcMed that 

the interaction between contact p::>ints cannot be neglected. Figure 

2.12 shcMs heM the stiffness of the joint changes due to the configu

ration of contact p::>ints. Note that the percentage of contact area is 

the same in all cases, i. e. the average stress on the contacts is the 

same. 

Estimated 
a 

stiffness (MPajm): 1.31 E7 1.30 E7 3.23 E7 

Contact area: 25% 25% 25% 

Disk diameter (cm): 0.7 0.7 Strip width - 0.1 

Estimated 
5.43 E7 stiffness (MPajm): 1.18 E7 1.65 E7 

Contact area: 25% 25% 25% 

Disk diameter (cm): 1.0 0.2 0.1 

Figure 2.12 Specific stiffness calculated for spatial arrange
ments with equal contact areas of 25 % but varying 
disk sizes. Hopkins et ale (1987). 

2.3 Calculaticn of flCM 

Even if we asSt.n11e that the aperture distribution of a joint is fully 

kn:::Jv,m it is rot a simple task to calculate the am::>unt of water flowing 

through it. An analytical solution requires the signi~~cant simplifi

cation that the joint surfaces are sm::x::>th and may be regarded as par

allel plates. For this case the Navier-Stokes equation can be solved 



for laminar flCM of a Newtonian fluid, see Figure 2.13. The ootmdary 

conditions applied is that the velocity 

v 0 at z = .:!: e/2 x 

The velocity of flCM in the direction of flay v in the direction of 
x 

gradient h is then expressed as 

v = _ 1:. £I oh [Z2 _ fl:..2] 
X 2 v ox 4 

Figure 2.13 Flow between two parallel plates with 
ideally smooth surfaces. 

The average velocity in the fracture is then 

1 e/2 v=-J vdx 
e -e/2 x 

2 
_ ~ c5h 

12 v c5x 

and the flCM rate per unit width is 

3 _ _ g e 
q - 12 v 

c5h 
c5x 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Equation (3) is called the "cubic law" since it says that the flow is 

proportional to the aperture cubed. Al though this relation is based on 

a very idealized case it has been widely used because of its simpli

city. Many W)rkers have also tried to verify the cubic law with exper-
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iments on rock joints, e. g. Iwai (1976), Raven and Gale (1985) and 

Witherspoon et a1. (1980). 

Witherspoon et a1. (1980) conclude fran their investigation that the 

cubic law is valid, since the flCM per unit head was shc:Mn to be de

pendent on the aperture raised to the pcMer of three. HCMever, they 

have introduced a factor f in the relation to get a good fit with the 

experimental results. This factor was designed to take care of the 

effects of deviations fran the parallel plate concept. Equation (3) 

can then be written 

3 

Q=~ 
f 

c - -.iL. (_ 8h) 
- 12v 8x (4) 

In the case when rouglmess or tortuosity retard the flCM, f > 1. 

Values of f varied fran 1.04 to 1.65 in their experiments. 

The same conclusion was made by Elliot et al. ( 1985) also .introducing 

a joint condition factor (JCF) into the pure cubic law. '!he JCF varied 

between 0.07 to 74 in their list of canpiled values for the first test 

cycle (JCF = f in equation (4». 

Barton et al. (1985) use the rouglmess coefficient JRC (see section 

2.2) in a rrodified cubic law . With the empirical relation shc:Mn in 

Figure 2.14 the hydraulic aperture, e, corresp:>nding to measured val

ues of mechanical aperture, E, is estimated. The ratio Eje becanes 

bigger for snaller apertures and rougher surfaces thereby correcting 

for the greater difference between real void gecrnetry and the theoret

ical parallell plate. This relationship was used in numerical analyses 

to connect the mechanical effect of changes in stresses, !lE, to the 

hydraulic effect, !le, Barton and Makurat (1988). 

The flCM calculations based on the cubic law give only average values 

for the velcx:;ity of flCM in the joint and this has shc:Mn to be insuf

ficient in many hydrogeolcgical analyses. For example a correct inter

pretation of the results fran tracer experiments requires that the 

velocity and volume of each flCM path is knc:Mn. A physically explained 

coupling between mechanical and hydraulic properties can only be found 



if the real distribution of aperture is understood and if rrodels for 

flow calculations in canplex conductors are developed. 

HCMever, the three-dimensional void gecmeby of a joint, as discussed 

in section 2.1, is not measurable in practice. Even if the full geane

by of a joint was measurable there exists no analytical way to cal

culate the flow through it. Therefore all approaches to solution of 

this problem involves sane simplifications and asSlIDlptions exemplified 

below. 
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0001mn1 

3 2 

Figure 2.14 An empirical relation incorpJrating joint roughness 
(JRC) and aperture which broadly satisfies the 
trends exhibited by flow test data (see Fig. 2.5). 
Barton et al. (1985). 
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The three-dimensional geanetry problem can be reduced to a two-dimen

sional one by neglecting the aperture variation in one direction. Iwai 

(1976) and Nolte et ale (1987) concentrated on contact areas and did 

not consider the aperture variation perpendicular to the joint plane. 

Neuzil and Tracy (1981) neglected the contact areas and assumed the 

aperture to be constant in the direction of flow, so that the joint 

consisted of many parallell plate conductors with different constant 

apertures. Tsang and Tsang (1987) assumed that the flow occurs in a 

ntnnber of charmels that have statistically the same voltnne but a 

varying aperture in the direction of flCM. The different conceptual 

joint rrodels can be ccmpared in Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.16. 

FICM through a three-dimensional m:x1el of a joint has also been 

studied by Tsang et ale (1987). They divided a quadratic joint plane 

into many small parallell plate with a varying aperture, Figure 2.17. 

No flow conditions was imposed on upper and ICMer 1:xJundaries and a 

constant pressure head was kept between the left and right boundary. 

Using a matrix solver the system of mass balance equations yielded the 

pressure at each node, and the flow between adjacent nodes was. calcu

lated with the cubic law. The joints shown in Figure 2.17a and b have 

statistically generated apertures, following a log-normal distribution 

with a spatial correlation length of 0.1 and 0.4 respectively. The 

corresponding flow field for the same joints is shown in Figure 2.18a 

and b. 

The same problem was also solved ntnnerically by BrcMI1 (1987) for a 

joint aperture distribution, described in section 2.1 and shown in 

Figure 2.9. The flow field for this joint at ~ different degrees of 

contact is shown in Figure 2.19a and b. The length of the vectors 

represents the local flay rate. The total voltnne flow rate was calcu

lated by adding the contributions fran the vectors along any line 

across the fracture. 



a) 

b) 

Figure 2.15 

XBL 8611-4763 

a) An example of a distribution of contact area 
used in a numerical investigation of the effects 
of contact area on fleM'. The mesh simulates a 
radial fleM' and the contact area (black elements) 
is 30 %. Iwai (1976). b) Fractal stratified perco
lation plot with the fractal dimension D = 1.80. 
This type of rrodel is used to simulate the contact 
area images fran experiments shoNn in Figure 2. 7 . 
Nolte et ale (1987). 
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--------------l--------------

a) 

b) 

Figure 2.16 a) Conceptual fracture m:xiel used to develop 
rrodified Poiseuille equation. Neuzil and Tracy 
( 1981 ). b) Schematic diagram of the channel 
representation of fluid flCM in a single frac
ture and a schematic sketch for.one channel. 
Tsang and Tsang (1987). 



a) Run 511 b) Run 544 
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Figure 2.17 Statistically generated apertures with a spatial 
correlation length of a) 0.1 and b) 0.4 in the 
plane of a single fracture of linear dimension 1.0. 
Tsang et ale (1987). 
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Figure 2.18 Fluid flow rates for the fractures with aperture 
variations as shown in Figure 2.17. The thickness 
of the lines is proportional to the square roof of 
the flow rates. Tsang et ale (1987). 
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a) 

b) 

Figure 2.19 

......... 

a) FICM field resulting fran the fini te difference 
solution of Reynolds equation for a surface separa
tion of d = lOJ. Surfaces are ccmpletely separated. 
b) FICM £reId for the same fracture as in figure a) 
but with a surface separation of d = 4a. Surfaces 
are just touching with a fractionaT contact aoout 
area 0.4 %. Contacts are sh::::wn as blank patches. 
BrcMn (1987). 



The major purp::>se of the simulations by B:ra.vn (1987) was to study 

the nature of the disagreement between the cubic law and flCM through 

rough-walled joints. The simulations were done with statistically 

equivalent joint surfaces with the same standard deviation and the 

fractal dimension D = 2.5. The degree of closure, or separation be

tween surfaces, was given by the parameter d /0 where d is the mean 
m m 

separation of the joint surfaces and 0 is the standard deviation of 

the Gauss height distribution (see also section 2.2). An effective 

parallel plate aperture or "hydraulic" aperture <b was obtained for 

each simulation using the total volume of flCM obtained and the 

average gradient in the cubic law. 

Different m:xlifications of the aperture tenn to be used in the cubic 

law have been suggested by work of others. Therefore Brc:MIl canpared 

the total flCM rates fran his simulations for a single joint with the 

flCM rates predicted by different versions of the cubic law, Figure 

2.20. A perfect prediction would plot as a horizontal line of level 

1.0. The ari Unetic mean aperture gave better results than either of 

the more canplicated averages. 
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Figure 2.20 Canparison of the hydraulic aperture ~ fran canputer 
simulations to several corrections arut1modifications 
of the aperture tenn used in the cubic law. 
BrcMI1 (1987). 
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The conductive nature of a single joint may also be studied experimen

tally with tracer tests. This approach is especially attractive when 

the research is aiming at prediction rrodels for groundwater transport. 

In a vord tracer tests here means that tracer is injected at the in

flCM, at a known concentration C , and the tracer concentration C at 
o 

the outflCM is continuosly measured. The time-concentration relation-

ship obtained is called the breakthrough curve of the experiment. 

The transport in the joint will be influenced by m::>lecular diffusion, 

chemical or physical interaction with the rock, and fluid velocity 

variations. To explain the experimental results a theoretical IrOdeI 

for each mechanism rrrust be adopted. For the m::>del of fluid velocity 

variation, the question is again a matter of the m::>st probable void 

geanetry of a joint. 

M::)reno et ale ( 1985) carried out tracer tests on tv.xJ natural joints 

(270 X 100 nm) fran the Stripa mine. Their results were analyzed by 

tv.xJ different m:x:lels. In the first it was assumed that the velocity 

variation is due to hydrodynamic dispersion in a parallel walled 

joint. In the second m::>del the joint consists of parallel unconnected 

channels, the channel widths having a log-nonnal distribution (cf. 

Neuzil and Tracy, Fig. 2 .16a). The hydrodynamic dispersion in each 

channel was assumed to be negligible in this m::>del. 

Figure 2.21 sh::Ms an experimental breakthrough curve fran a tracer run 

wi th Strontium together with curves fi tted with the hydrodynamic IIDdel 

and the channeling m:xiel. Both m:xiels fit well although they describe 

different mechaniEilllS. None of them could be disregarded based on these 

experiments. If the parameters obtained fran the fitted curves are 

later used in a prediction of the breakthrough curve, for the same 

joint, in a different situation, the result will strongly depend on 

the selected m::>del as illustrated in Figure 2.22. The channeling di

spersion rrodel predicted in this case a higher dispersion and a very 

much earlier arrival canpared to the hydrodynamic dispersion IIDdel. 
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Figure 2.21 Curves fi tted with the hydrodynamic despersion m:xlel 
(solid line) and channeling m:xlel (dashed line) for 
strontium (run A 16). M:>reno et ale (1985). 
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Figure 2.22 Predicted curves using the hydrodynamic dispersion 
m:rlel and the channeling dispersion nodel for sorbing 
tracer considering surface and volwne sorption and 
diffusion into the matrix. The flow distance is longer 
and the water velocity lower than in the reference 
case. M:>reno et ale (1985). 
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Tsang and Tsang (1987) further analysed the experimental results pre

sented by M:>reno et el. (1985). They noted that the breakthrough 

curves had a rather steep rise in the early times and sane "stair

step" sb:ucture, Figure 2.23a. These features were explained by means 

of a channel representation of fluid flow. 

- -
a) 

• • • • 
• 

• 
• 

• 

Figure 2.23 a) Experimental tracer concentration break
through curve (fran t-breno et ale (1985). 
b ) Derived flow rates of channels versus 
breakthrough time. c) Derived volt.nne of 
charmels versus breakthrough time. 
Tsang and Tsang (1987). 



They prop:>se that flCM takes place only in a number of channels which 

have a variable aperture in the direction of flCM and have a constant 

width (a schematic diagram of the concept was sh:Jwn in Fig. 2.16). 

They further asSlnOO that the aperture density distribution can be 

approximated by a garnna function with a spatial correlation length "

and that all channels are statistically equivalent. This also implies 

that all the channels have essentially the same volume. One of the 

generated realizations of the channels, with a prescribed mean aper

ture 2b = 80 ~m and correlation length "- = 0.15, is shown in Figure o 
2.24. 

This flCM nodel is interesting because it gives the p:>ssibili ty to 

abandon the idea of the single joint as a starting p:>int in nodelling 

the conductivity of a :rock mass. The channels are one-dimensional ele

ments which may lie in many different joint planes. The distribution 

of pressure and flCM through such a system is sh:Jwn to be main! y gov

erned by the small apertures along the channels and consequently very 

sensi ti ve to changes in the joint aperture. 

E 
:::l 

correlation 0.15 

400--------------------------------------------------, 

200 -

o I I I I 

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 O.B 

distance on channel 

Figure 2.24 statistically generated realization of the spatial 
variation of apertures with spatial correlation of 
0.15 of channel length. Tsang and Tsang (1987). 
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On the basis of the described variable-aperture charmel nodel, Tsang 

and Tsang backcalculated nodel parameters fran the experimental data 

by MJreno et al. (1985), Figure 2.23a. The difference between consec

utive data points was regarded as a measure of the flCM q(i) carried 

in one charmel, or a group of charmels with the same arrival time, 

Figure 2.23b. The prcx:iuct of q(i) and the travel time gave the volt.nne 

v( i) of the channels, Figure 2. 23c. 

These integrated values fran the breaktrough CUIVe were used to pre

dict the CUIVe for the joint after closure. They then asSt.nne that a 

single closure value 0 can be subtracted fran all aperture values so 

that the new volt.nne of each charmel simply becanes (v(i) - oA.L). The 

problem of joint closure was discussed earlier in section 2.2. 

2.4 Discussicn 

Many difficulties arises when the results fran different VK:>rk is to be 

canpared. First of all few samples are tested and the types of joint 

samples are naturally varying. 

Gale (1987) used tv.xJ natural granite joints fran different sites, both 

with a diameter of about 150 nm. Pyrak-NJlte et al. (1987) used three 

core samples of natural joints in granite, measuring 52 nm in diame

ter. They presented the result fran woods metal injection in a picture 

representing an area of aoout 14 mn2 (Fig. 2. 7d). Abelin (1986) per

fanned tracer tests with travel distances aoout 5 and 10 ffi. 

In all the three examples al:x:Jve the authors are discussing the effects 

of charmeling on their results. HCMever, it is questionable if the 

teI11l "charmeling" in these different contexts can be quantitatively 

related to each other. The different scales could have different geo

metrical properties each causing charmeling effects, for example chan

nels along block edges in the bigger scale of a field test, Carlsson 

and Olsson (1977). 



'Ihe tenn "single joint" that is often used, sh::>uld ideally represent 

the wmle joint element used in network rrodelling. However, only very 

small samples of joints are tested in the laooratory. 'Ihe preSlllllption 

that a joint has constant properties aver its whole extension is opti

mistic. One must expect the joint to be different in sane parts can

pared with other parts. 

Another parameter which is difficult to define, and therefore cx:mpli

cates the canparison of results, is the aperture. 'Ihe definition of 

aperture is not the same in different investigations. An explanation 

of this lies in the cirCLn11Stance, discussed in section 2.2, that there 

has been no direct and easy means of measuring the aperture. 

'Ihe different attempts to describe the canplex geanetry of a joint in 

rrore detail involve so strong slinplifications that canparisons sh::>uld 

be made with great caution. Extensive agreement between result fran 

different YK:>rk cann:>t be expected. 

Regardless of the difficultes mentioned above in canparing the results, 

there seems to be sane CCllIIOn conclusions: 

- The contact area rises fran a few percent up to 30 - 50 % at 

high nonnal loads. 

- 'Ihe aperture varies aver the surface and can be described by 

statistical distributions. 

- The flCM will take on tortuos stream lines due to the canplex 

void geanetry. 

- 'Ihe concept of cubic law can be used for total flCM estima

tions through joints if a correction factor is used. 

- The flCM will diverge to sane extent fran the cubic law 

especially when the joint is far from the parallell-plate 

case, i. e. at small apertures and big contact areas. 
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Numerical studies have given sane quanti tati ve results on subj ects 

related to channeling. Yet on the experimental side there is a lack 

of quantitative results on these subjects such as: 

- the correlation length of the aperture distribution 

- the velocity variation of water flCM inside a single joint 

- the flCM per rock joint surface 

- the extent of tortuosity, i.e. the real travel length 

All theoretical nodels for flCM in rock joints need a further cx:nfir

mation fran experiments in laboratory and in-situ, to be justified. 

fvbre krlawledge about the hydraulic character of the rock joints will 

therefore be needed to judge which single joint nodel that is closest 

to reality. 



3 EXPERIMENl'AL TEClINI(JJE 

A flCM visualization technique was first used by Maini (1971). He made 

a transparent replica of a natural joint surface and arother replica 

was then made frau the first so that tvK> identical but mirror image 

surfaces were obtained. This pair of surfaces was used to study the 

influence of water gradient on the so called dead water area and on 

the flCM paths inside the joint rrodel. 

HCMeVer, Maini copied only one side of the real joint and the tvK> sur

face replicas he used should have given a zero aperture if they had 

been ideal images. It is nJt clear what caused the joint aperture of 

aoout 0.1 mTI. A conducting space between identical surfaces actually 

has almost the same features as the parallell plate-case regardless of 

the roughness of the surfaces. In fact the roughness is not directly 

an important factor frau a hydraulic point of view since it is the 

geanetry of the void between the surfaces that goverrlS the flCM. 

The distribution of aperture will therefore strongly depend on the 

"matedness" of the surfaces. Matedness is nJt a well defined property 

of joints but the two extreme degrees of matedness represents the case 

of zero aperture and the case of tvK> randanly rough surfaces in con

tact. None of these cases can be expected to exist in nature. Even the 

tightest joint has got sane aperture which shavs that the fracturing 

process results in two slightly mismatching surfaces. On the other 

hand a shear joint or a fault, which has undergone shear rrovernents, 

still shavs sane correlation between the tvK> surfaces on a larger 

scale. 

The roughness of joint surfaces, hc:Mever, will gain much importance 

when the hydraulic response to shear stresses is considered. This is 

because shear rrovement of joint surfaces will cause dilation and con

sequently a change in aperture. 

In the present work attempts were made to further develop the approach 

of visualizing the flCM. It was decided to make transparent copies of 

both sides of natural joints as they were matching in the drill-core 
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Samples. This provides a realistic type of variation in the aperture 

caused by the difference in to~aphy of the opposite rock surfaces 

and the coating. 

Possible channeling features and tortuosity then becanes detectable 

with the aid of colour injections in a water flCM through the trans

parent joint rrodel. We also desired to have sane kn:::Mledge about the 

actual void gecmetry of the joint replicas used in the flCM experi

ments to gain sane further insight to the coupling between mechanical 

and hydraulic properties. 

A sumnary of the used techniques is given belCM and rrore detailed 

description of the prc::cedures can be found in the follCMing sections. 

3.1 SUnnary of experiJoontal technique 

- The joint rrodel consists of a replica fran each side of a natural 

joint made of transparent epoxy. Figure 3.1a shc:Ms an example of 

a rock joint surface and the e};X)xy replica. 

- The aperture of the joint rrodel is measured by placing a snaIl knc:Mn 

volt.nne of water between the "bK:> surfaces. The area covered by the 

drop gives the average aperture over this area. Figure 3.lb shc:Ms a 

terrain rrodel of the void space inside the joint nodel calculated 

fran aperture measurements. High };X)ints correspond to larger aper

tures. Figure 3.lc shc:Ms isocurves fran the same calculation. The 

resul ts fran aperture measurements can also be presented in a his

togram as in Figure 3.ld. 

- Different constant water pressure is applied to one side of the 

joint, with the sides sealed off, and the flCM is measured. When 

a colour dye is injected at different };X)ints at the inflCM of the 

joint m:x1e1 the stream lines becanes visible. Figure 3.1e shc:Ms a 

canpilation of stream lines fran photographs of colour inj ections. 



- The time for the colour front to IrOVe fran one side to the other is 

a measure of the water flON' velocity along the actual stream line. 

Figure 3.1f presents the results fran velocity measurements along 

several flON' paths. 

a) 

b) 

c) 

Figure 3.1 a) Rock joint and the replica in epoxy (sample B). 
b) Terrain ITDdel of the void space (sample B). 
c) Isoplot of the apertures (sample B). 
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d) 

e) 

f) 
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Figure 3.1 Contd. 
d) Aperture frequency histogram (sample B). 
e) stream lines fran colour inj ections (sample S3). 
f) Resul t fran flow velcx::i ty measurement (sample S3). 



3.2 Transparent replicas of rock. joints 

A natural joint is selected fran drill-core or fran a rock expJSUre. 

After necessary cutting of the specimen the surfaces are cleaned and 

dried. Joints with very weathered or soft coatings might be difficult 

to copy correctly since the mere drilling and handling of the core 

will disturb the original condition of the joint significantly. 

A tw:>-cc:mp:ment silicon rubber (Silastic 3112 R'IV) is applied in a 

thin layer on the surfaces. To assure a good release between rubber 

and rock, in particular when there is IX> coating, a very thin film of 

teflon is sprayed on the surfaces prior to the application of rubber. 

The rubber smuld be properly de-aired by vacutnll-pumping to avoid air 

bubbles to fonn on the surfaces. When this layer of rubber is cured 

the rock specimen is put upside d::Mn, standing on slnrt "legs" glued 

to the OOundaries or, in case of a big specimen, held by a fixture as 

in Figure 3.2. A second layer of rubber is nnulded to fill up the 

space under the surface and around the specimen (Fig. 3.3). After 

curing., the silicon rubber can be pealed off fran the rock specimen. 

The tw:> rubber casts. are then used as IlOulds in the second phase. The 

pealed off rubber surface is a I1e9'ati ve copy of the original. If snaIl 

pieces fran the rock joint sticks to the rubber surface they sh:Juld be 

pealed off to give a correct replica. 

A strong, transparent tw:>-canp::>nent epoxy (see chapter 3.3) is used 

for the replicas. It can be rrolded in layers if desired. The epoxy 

must also be de-aired, in particular in the first layer, to assure a 

proper surface and a good transparency. 

Before using them in any experiments the edges of the replicas are cut 

off since the rock joint surfaces often are damaged at the edges due 

to drilling and cutting. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 shcMs an original joint 

fran the Stripa Mine (S2) and the finished ep:>xy replica of this 

joint. 
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Figure 3.2 Rock joint sample (S4) held in a fixture with the 
surface d:::wnwards during the rroulding of the 
second layer silicon rubber. 

... -'~' -" .~. -" -- - --- -~ -

Figure 3.3 The silicon rubb=>...r is cured and can be pealed off 
fran the joint surface. The rubber cast is used as 
a rrould for the ePJXY replica . 



Figure 3.4 Rock joint sample 82. 
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Figure 3.5 Epoxy replica of the joint 82. 
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3.3 ~cal properties of the joint nodels 

The ITDdel material used in the replicas is an epoxy and has of course 

a different mechanical behaviour canpared with rock material. HCMever, 

if this is taken into acount in the experiments and in the evaluation 

of the results the models will still give valuable information on 

natural joint behaviour. 

It is found that natural joints behave elastically to nonnal loading 

after a few cycles (Fig. 2.11). It is then reasonable to assume that 

the rock in the contact areas is subjected to stresses in the elastic 

range for the rock type in question. We therefore expect the joint 

replica to undergo the same series of defonnation as long as the 

stresses on the specimen is kept ICM with respect to the strength of 

the ITDdel material. 

According to the specification the epoxy used, Araldi te F with Harter 

HM (Ciba-Geigy), has a canpressive strength of 40-50 MPa and an elas

tic rrodulus of 3.0-3.1 GPa. We perfonned tM::> uniaxial tests on a cyl

inder in the epoxy (~ 42 mn, L = 80 rnn). 1:he load-deformation curve 

shc:Med a plastic behaviour after peak and elastic behaviour up to 

peak. The ccmpressive strength, counted fran the onset of plasticity; 

was calculated to 70 MPa and 74 MPa respectively. The secant elastic 

rrodulus at 50% of peak load was 3.6 GPa and 3.5 GPa and the initial 

elasic rrodulus was 2.5 GPa for both. This implies that the m::del mate

rial is about twenty times as canpliant as a granite. 

loading and unloading cycles were perfonned on the models in a servo

controlled testing machine. Figure 3.6 shc:Ms the resulting load-defor

mation curves fran a test on specimen S3. The same characteristics as 

for rock joints can be found (cf. Fig. 2. 11 ). Further cycling will 

cause a similar defonnation provided the applied stresses are not 

higher than previous I y . 
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Figure 3.6 Load-defonnation curve fran cyclic loading of the 
ePJXY joint replica (sample S3). 

3.4 ~t of joint aperture 

3.4.1 

The joint replicas were made transparent mainly to give the possibili

ty of visual studies of flCM. HCMever this property of the replicas 

also made it possible to develop a special technique for aperture mea

surements. This technique consists of the follCMing steps. 
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- A small volume of water is measured with a constrictionspipette 

(Fig. 3.7). Volumes fran 500 ~l dcMn to 5 ~l can be measured with 

an accuracy of o. 5 ~l. Drops with a volume of 10 ~l were used in 

our measuranents. 

- A set of water drops are placed between the ~ joint surfaces. A 

grid pattern of dots is placed undexneath the sample as an aid to 

get an even spread of the measuring points. The density of points 

in the grid is about one p:>int per cm2 
• 

- The joint is pressed together in a loading arrangement with plexi 

glass platens, as shown in Figure 3.8. 

- The shape of the water drops are recorded, rrost conveniently with a 

photograph. Figure 3.9 shc:Ms 10 drops each 10 ~l, which are inside 

the specimen A. 

- The area A of each drop is calculated. This can be done with a n 
digitizing table and a canputer program for area calculation. 

- The average aperture E over the small area A covered by one drop 
n n 

is calculated as 

Vdrop/A = E n n 

- The procedure is repeated for new sets of points on the joint 

surface 'until all p:>ints of the grid have been measured. 



Figure 3.7 A constrictionspipette used for accurate measurement 
of EmaIl volumes of liquid (the water is cx:>loured in 
the photo for clearness). 

Figure 3.8 The three plexi glass platens used to cx:mpress the 
j oint replicas (2 au thickness). The 001 ts are 
tightened in the same order each time. The final 
tightening is cx:>ntrolled with a torque wrench. 
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Figure 3.9 Ten drops of water (10 Ill) inside sample A sitting 
in the loading aITangement slxMn in Figure 3.8. 

3.4.2 

The wetting of the surfaces by the drops increases 
the transparency. With a daJ::k background the oovered 
areas contrast well in a phJtograph. 

1v:::oIracy of the maasurements 

The accuracy of the aperture xreasurement xrethJd was tested by carrying 

out xreasurements on eight points several tiIres. The wlx>le measurement 

procedure was repeated each tiIre with new drops. The test was mainly 

done to check whether the load applied by the plexi glass fraxre could 

be regarded as identical if the specimen was opened and reloaded. The 

test was perfonned on sample S3 with a water drop volume of 50 Ill. 

The result fran this test gives the total variation in detennined 

aperture due to: 

1 volume error 

2 point error 

3 load error 

4 evaluation error 



Volume error was checked with a balance which gave an accuracy of 

:!:. 0.5 mg (= O. 5 ~l) for all sizes of pipette. This means an accuracy 

of 5 % for a 10 ~l drop and of 1 % for a 50 ~l drop. An accuracy of 

0.9 % is specified by the producer of the pipette. 

By p:>int error it is meant the aperture variations due to the fact 

that the drop is not put exactly at the same p:>int in the repeated 

measurements in this test. The point error can be large when the 

p:>int is close to a big change in aperture. Figure 3.10 sfa.ls an 

exarrple of ~ aperture measurements on sarrple B (drop volume 10 ~l). 

The drops were intended to be placed in the same p:>ints. Note that the 

size of the areas are not very sensitive to the location of the drops 

unless the aperture is large at the pJint. 

With evaluation error it is meant the variation in the drop area cal

culation. The evaluation error has been estimated by repeated evalu

ation on identical phJtographs and the canparison sfa.ls that this 

error is max.imtnn 8 % for smaller apertures but up to 20 % for bigger 

apertures. In a case when a small drop is placed in a pJint with big 

apertures the covered area becanes very small and the calculation of 

it is less accurate. 
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Figure 3.10 The contours fran the drop areas fran a· repeated 
aperture measurements on sarrple B. The areas marked 
with solid lines corresp:>nd to one measurement and 
the dashed lines correspond to a second measurement. 
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The total variation in determined aperture was maximum ± 15 % in the 

test serie. Since this level of accuracy is of the same order as the 

Slml of the errors 1, 2, and 4 for the test serie, it was concluded 

that the load error should be canparatively snaIl and that the same 

deformation of a joint replica can be achieved by subsequent loadings. 

3.4.3 Presentaticn arx:l interpretaticn 

To give a good picture of the general shape of the void geanetry, the 

collected aperture measurements can be presented with isocurves as in 

Figure 3.11. The calculation is based on 89 points of measurement and 

is conducted with a three dimensional digital terrain nodel (TERMJS, 

Tappe (1987)). Note that the pattern of the isocurves becanes influ

enced by the grid pattern especially when the grid is coarse . 

• kvldl.tan •• 50 mlkrom.t.r scale 1: 1 

Figure 3.11 lsocurves of the apertures of sample S2 (148X88 rom). 
The void geanetry of the whole surface is detennined 
based on measuremants in the 89 point marked on the 
isoplot. The calculation is conducted with a digital 
terrain m:Xiel (TERM)S). 



The results can also be shc:Mn as a 3D-plot of the terrain m:::rlel as in 

Figure 3.12. The higher parts of the plotted surface correspond to 

larger aperture values. Note that the m::rlelled gecmetry is that of the 

void inside the joint and should not be confused with similar plots of 

joint surfaces. 

An inp:>:ctant feature of this metlxxi is that it only gives the average 

values of the apertures over the area CXJVered by the small drop of 

water, even if these areas are small ccmpared to the whole joint area. 

This means that the extreme pointwise values of the true aperture 

distribution will not be directly measured. HcMever, since there is a 

spatial correlation between the values of aperture in the joint plane 

(see Bra,.m (1987» the averages fran different small areas of the 

joint surface will still have a considerable spread. This correlation 

is also illustrated in the Figure 3.10 where the areas are fairly 

insensitive to small changes in l<Xation. 
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Figure 3.12 A terrain nodel shcMing the topography of the void 
space inside sample S2. The scale for the apertures 
are exaggerated for the sake of clarity. The higher 
parts correspond to areas with larger opening. 
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An advantage with the this way of measuring is that there is no need 

to get the average aperture value via p:>int wise measurements, nor via 

m:::>dels relating profile and 3D distributions. 

The aperture distribution can also 'be illustrated by a frequency his

togram of the measurements, Figure 3.13. The histogram is plotted with 

a o::mputer package for statistical analysis (8TA'roRAPHICS). Using this 

package many different analytical distribution functions can also 'be 

fitted to the experimental data. In the Figure 3.13 the 'best fit 109-

nonnal function is plotted together with the histogram. 

Generaly the aperture distribution fran a well mated joint takes on a 

sharply peaked shape while the distribution of an unmated joint is 

broad and flat. The distribution may also show a skewness towards one 

side or the other. 
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Figure 3.13 Frequency histogram of aperture values measured on 
sample 82. The fi:tted curve is a log-nonnal distri
bution function (x = 464 lim, 0 = 273 lim). 
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3.5 

3.5.1 Experimental set-up 

The sides of the joint replica are sealed off with a silicx:n n.IDber. A 

water pressure is then applied at the inflow side via an "intake box" 

made of plexiglass which is glued to the smaller side of the specimen 

and is connected to the water pipe, Figure 3.14. It is assumed that 

the water pressure is constant along the width of the specimen since 

the flow velcx::i ty is low. A similar arrangement is made at the outflow 

side of the specimen where the water pressure is zero. 

The water pressure is built up by the level difference between the 

specimen and the water container. A constant water pressure fran the 

container is arranged by a "double-bc:MI-system" shcMn in Figure 3.15. 

The inflow to the inner small bc:MI is kept bigger than the outflow, 

which enters the joint specimen, so that there is always an overflow 

and the water level is constantly at the edge. The infl<::MinJ water is 

supplied fran a big cx:ntainer where it is de-aired. 

Figure 3.14 An "intake box" made of plexi glass is glued to the 
specimen. Colour injections along the opening of the 
joint is possible through small rubber-filled holes. 
The water pipe is connected to the central hole. 
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Figure 3.15 A constant water pressure is aITanged by a "d:>uble-
1:x:MI- system". The inner 1:x:MI is always kept full. 

During the flow tests the joint specimen is placed in the same frame 

as was used during the aperture measurements, see Figure 3.8, and 

under the sarre loading' conditicn. The water pressure gradient is regu

lated by ~es of the elevaticn of the fixture, Figure 3.16. 

Before the joint is filled with water, a small anount of liquid soap 

is added to the water pipe to reduce the surface tensicn. With less 

surface tensicn of water the risk that air bubbles get stuck inside 

the joint during filling is reduced. 

The flow of water through the joint is measured by weighing the out

flow collected during a certain time period. 

The temperature of the water is measured during the experiment in 

order to have the right value of the viscosity v used in the evalu

ation. 



Figure 3.16 ArranJement for obtainin;J different water pressure 
gradients. The position of the fixture may be selected 
as required. 

3.5.2 Ve1oci. ty IOOaSlJl:'aOOIlt 

To visualize the water flCMinJ through the joint a colour dye (meth

ylene blue) is injected at the inlet of the flCM. A syrinJe is filled 

with the dye and the needle is pushed through rubber-filled holes en 

the "inlet box" so that a very small annmt of dye can be injected at 

different p:>ints along the width of the joint open:inJ, Figure 3.14. 

The velocity of the flCM al<DJ the visible stream line is detennined 

by measurinJ the time needed for the colour front to nove between ~ 

reference lines. Figure 3.17 sh:Jws a colour injection at the m::ment 

when the front has reached half-way through the joint. 

In sane cases the flCM fran the injection p:>int may be too small to be 

measured accurately. The access to sane central parts of the joint 

open:inJ in front of the connected pipe may also be pc:x:>r because of the 

unavailability of the injectinJ p:>ints. The accuracy of the velocity 

measurements, therefore, might vary between different inj ectien 

p:>ints. In the experiments the time was nonnally measured 3 - 10 times 
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at each point and the spread of the values was about ± 5 %. The ave

rage flCM time value was used in the evaluation and it was estimated 

in SCIl¥3 cases. 

Figure 3.17 Colour injection into the flCM inside a joint replica. 
The time needed for the colour front to nove between 
the ~ reference lines. Notice h:Jw the stream widens 
in SCIl¥3 areas. 

A plx>tograph is taken fran each inj ection point which slxMs the path 

of the dye. The dye is exntirx:>usly injected to give a clear picture 

over the wh:>le path length. 

The length of the stream lines observed in the plx>tographs may be mea

sured for example by using a ccmputer program, the input data of which 

are closely digitized points along the flCM path. The quotient between 

the length of each stream line, 1, and the length of the joint, L, is 

a measure of the tortuosity of the flCM. 

FICM in a narrow slot, such as a joint, is laminar for lCMer gradients 

but can 1Jea::Ire turbulent for high gradients. Figure 3.18 slxMs the 

transition zone between laminar and turbulent conditions of flCM. One 

can see that laminar flCM is what takes place with oolll1ally existing 

in-situ gradients and apertures. Our experiments were perfonned within 

the ranges of gradients and apertures indicated with the hatched area 

in the figure. 
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Figure 3.18 FlCM regimes in rock jOints. Gustavsson (1986). 

3.5.3 

The hatched area corresponds to the conditions 
during the experiments in this study. 

Evalua:tial 

To evaluate the results fran the flCM and velcx:i ty measuranents a sim

plifyed cx:ncept of the flCM in a joint has to be considered. We asst.mte 

that the total flow through a joint can be described by flow alCDJ a 

number of charmels. Each of these charmels is assumed to have a length 

1, a cxnstant width b, and a constant aperture e. The flCM in each 

channel, q, follCMS the flCM relationship for the parallel plate case 

(see secticn 2.3): 

(5) 

but also 

a = v b e 
11 n n n (6) 

where v is the real average flCM velcx:ity in the charmel. The mea

sured velcx:i ty v along a stream line starting at the injecticn point n 
is 
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1 
n v =-

n ~n 

where 1 is the distance along the stream line between the reference 
n 

lines and t the time for the colour front to rrove between them. We 
n 

then asSLm1e that this measure is proportioanl to the average flow in 

the channel 

v = k v 
n n 

(7) 

The stream paths in the velocity measurements can be considered as 

representative samples of the collection of channels which the joint 

consists of. An approximation of the flow situation may then be made 

by dividing the joint into a ntnnber of channels based on the aperture 

and veloc:Ji ty measurements. The total flow can then be calculated with 

the equations (5), (6) and (7) as 

Q = L = fl2v' k3/ 2 L (b J1' v 3/2) 
tot <In llhg n l' -'-n n 

n n 
(8) 

In the experiments all parameters except b and k are measured. The . n 
width b of the channels constituting the total flow is only concep-

n . 
tual and is I'X)t a measurable parameter. If the hue length of the flow 

path In is used in the calculation of total flow (equation (8» the 

value of b must be selected such that the total channel area is equal 
n 

to the joint area. 

Hc:Mever, in our evaluation of the experimental results an "efficient 

velocity" has been used. The efficient velocity was calculated with 

flCM distance In equal to the straight distance. All channels were 

then assumed to have the same width, that is equal to the joint width 

divided by the ntnnber of channels. In this way the uncertainty in the 

estimation of b was avoided and the evaluation could be made in a 
n 

fully consistent way. The calculation of total flow is, h::Mever, I'X)t 

sensi ti ve to the choice of 1 and b since the product b 1 becx:::mes n n n n 
fairly constant. 



Theoretically the maximum velocity of flay between twJ sm:x:>th paral

lel plates can be calculated with equation (1) (section 2.3) for z = 

O. The quotient between the rnax.imum and the average velocity (equation 

( 2» becanes 

This means that the factor k should lie between 2/3 and 1 if we expect 

the measured velocity to lie between the average and the maximum ve

loci ty . Since the velocity measuranents are taken with thenaked eye 

it is difficult to have an idea arout the appropiate value of k and 

it was therefore decided to conduct a separate experiment to detennine 

the actual k value. This experiment is described in the next section. 

3.5.4 FlCM' test in an ideal joint IIDdel. 

A joint rrodel with an ideal geanetry was made out of twJ plexiglass 

platens. The length of the platens were 150 nm and the width 60 nIn. 

This size was chosen. because it corresp:>nds to the size of the joint 

sample used during the developnent of the technique. An open slot 

between the platen was introduced with a tape of arout 0.25 mn thick

ness which was put along the sides of one platen. The sides were 

sealed off with silicon rubber. 

The flow through such a joint sh:>uld follCM the cubic law (3) since 

the walls are parallel and sm:x:>th. The hydraulic aperture, e, should 

consequently be equal to the physical aperture in this case. To ex

amine the validity of the cubic law, and the practicability of the 

experimental set-up, flCM tests were perfonned on this ideal jOint. 

The joint rrodel was fixed in the transparent frame as described 

earlier in this chapter and the fleM' through the joint at different 

water gradients was measured. The result is sh:Mn in Figure 3.19. The 

slope of the fitted line corresponds to a value of the hydraulic aper

ture of 243 11m. This agrees well with approximate measurements of the 

real aperture using a feeler gauge which gave 200 11m < E < 250 11m. 
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Figure 3.19 Measured flCM through the ideal joint m::rle1 at 
different gradients. 

The velocity measurents taken fran four inj ecticn points sh:Med, h::M

ever, that the two platens were IX.>t exactly parallel but the aperture 

varied slightly over the width. This oould be due to the soft spacers 

used, imperfect surface planarity, and due to the load applied by the 

plexiglass frame. 

US,IDJ equaticn (8) (secticn 3.4.3), assuming four channels with equal 

width and velocities acoording to measurements, gave 

calculated 
Qtot = 183,8 ~l/s k = 2/3, ~h = 11,2 em 

~ = 182,2 ~l/s 

The exper:ilnent was repeated with a new loading, giving a slightly 

different aperture and with a different water gradient. The calcu

lation of flCM gave 

O:~culated = 197,2 l1 l / s . , k = 2/3, ~h = 4,8 em 

~ = 198,0 l1l/s 



The conclusion drawn fran this test was that the prop::>Sed. meth:d for 

velocity measurement was feasible for our purpose and that the mea

sured velocity corresp:lI1ds to the maxiIm..nn velocity in a cross-section 

of the joint, i.e. the correct value to be used for k, in equation 

(8), is 2/3. 
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4 RESULTS 

4.1 Salple descript:i<:n 

Five natural joint samples were used in this study. Three of the sam

ples had been taken fran Stripa mine. These joint sarnples were se

lected fran drill-cores (m 200rm), drilled especially for the Stripa 

Project that concerned migration in a single fracture, Abelin et al. 

( 1985). The locations in the drill-cores of sample S2, S3, and S4 in

dicate that they were taken fran a fracture plane named Fracture A in 

the study by Abelin et al. (1985). These particular Stripa joints have 

big apertures and the surfaces are unmated. In fact they are minor 

faults rather than joints but the tenn joint is used througlx>ut this 

work for simplicity. The joint surfaces of joint A match very well 

al though they are not fresh. '!he joint B cernes fran a road cut and has 

fairly rough and weathered surfaces. Samples fran joint B were used 

during the developnent phase of the present technique. 

The size of the specimens was made as large as PJSSible. The ch:>sen 

joint samples had to fulfil the o:::>ndi tion of both sides beirg unbroken 

and containing no fresh fractures or other visible disturbances. 

The characteristics of the joint surfaces can be seen fran the surface 

profiles given in Figure 4.1. The profiles are measured with a profile 

gauge. The joint :roughness coefficients (JRC) (Barton and ChJubey, 

1977) were also detennined for the original rook joints. The proper

ties of the five joints are SlJ111llarized in Table 4.1. 

The joint m::rlels were subjected to a cyclic loading up to about 5 MPa 

in oormal stress as described in section 3.3. The load-defonnation 

cw:ve fran the larger sample S4 sh:Ms a loading cycle up to 3 MPa 

because of the limited maximum load fran the hydraulic testing ma

chine. The results fran the different specimens can be canpared in 

Figure 4.2 which sh:Ms the third cycle for all specimens. 

'!he oormal defo:rrnation is detennined fran the beginning of the third 

cycle starting at a stress of about 40 kPa. The very lCM stiffness at 



100 loads and the uncerta.lilty in total stress on the specimen makes 

the absolute values of joint defonnation unreliable. HcMever, the 

slope of the curves after the first cycles has a good reproducibility. 

The stiffness of the joints calculated between 2 and 3 MPa is given in 

Table 4.2. 

Surface 
0 5 10cm Sample profile I I I I I I I I I I I 

........ -
B - .......... ..... ----

52 
..--.... 

---S3 
-

-
54 

- ~ -
A 

... 
~ 

Figure 4.1 Surface profiles fran the rock joint surfaces used in 
the experiments. The profiles are measured with a 
profile gauge. 
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Table 4.1 Properties of the natural rook joint samples used in 
the investigation. 

Sample B S2, S3, S4 A 

Rock type Leptite Quartz m:>nzoni te Fine-grained 
granite 

Surface Weathered Weathered Slightly 

condition chlorite chlorite stained 
coatirg OJatirg No fillirYJ 

Mated UrInated Very well mated 
Matedness Apertures Apertures Apertures 

~ 0.2 mn 0.2 - 0.8 mn ~ 0.1 mn 

Length x Width 148 x 88 
162 x 59 162 x 82 154 x 54 [mn] 208 x 159 

Area [an2
] 97 131, 136, 335 83 

JRC 6 3 ~ 10 
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Figure 4.2 Nanna! stress-defonnation curve for the third cycle 
of the five epoxy joint replicas. 

Table 4.2 Nanna! stiffness of the joint replicas (calculated 
between 2 and 3 MPa, see Fig. 4.2). 

Sample B S2 S3 S4 A 

Nannal 
stiffness 1000 30 70 400 220 
[MPa/mn] 
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4.2 Aperture IOOaSUCBuents 

Using the technique described in section 3.4 the apertures of the 

transparent joints were measured. Table 4.3 sunmarizes the results 

fran the measuranents en all speciIoons and gives the average aperture 

value and the standard deviatien. A log-ronnal distribution function 

is fit to the measured apertures using a canputer package (STAT

GRAPHICS). The average value and the standard deviation for the best 

fit is also given in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3 Sumnary of aperture measurements. 

Sample B S2 S3 S4 A1 A2 

Number of 
measuranent 182 89 104 284 100 100 
p::>ints 

Average E 313 462 417 261 84 161 aperture [11m] 

Standard 212 255 449 100 46 75 deviation °E 
-x 309 464 393 261 83 161 [11m] 

Best fit 
log-nonnal 

° 193 273 295 98 34 72 distri- x 
bution 

ax'x 62 59 75 38 41 45 
[%] 

One can rotice that the average aperture values are much larger than 

the maximum closure given by the load deformation curves in Figure 

4.2. The explanation for this is that the reference load in the 

loading test is rot zero but about 40 kPa which causes a considerabe 

closure of the joint. The load deformation curves also cane fran the 

third loading cycle whereas the aperture measurements were taken after 



several "first loadings" at a very ICM IX)nna.l stress. F\J.rthenn:)re, the 

closure measured at maximum stress, even if it was correctly measured 

fran a zero nonnal stress, should IX)t be as large as the aperture at 

zero stress since the joint will not close fully. 

Figure 4.3 sh:Ms an example of a frequency histogram of the aperture 

measuranents on specimen S4 (for the others see Appendix 1). The dis

tributions generally fits well to log-IX)nna.l functions. The best fit 

log-IX)nna.l function for each sample is given in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.3 Frequency histogram of the aperture measurement on 
sample S4. 
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Figure 4.4 Best fit log-fX)nnal functiCl'lS to the aperture distri
bution of the joint replicas used in the study. 

The apertures of specimen A were measured ~ times under different 

oonnal stress. The first measurement was 00ne with the load exerted by 

the tightened bolts as described earlier (Al) and the secc:nd one (A2) 

with only the weight fran the plexi glass plate of the frame. Maasure

ments in both cases were taken at the same p:>ints. The results fran 

these ~ measurements illustrates the change in aperture distribution 

due to closure of a joint, Figure 4.5. The best fit log-fX)nnal distri

bution to both sets of the measurement are given in Figure 4.6. 
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Frequency histograms fran aperture measura:mt Al 
and A2, correspcnding to twJ different levels of 
canpression of joint sample A. 
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Figure 4.6 Best fit log-rx:>nna.l functions to the aperture 
distributicns A1 and A2 sh::Mn in Figure 4.5. 

A ccmparison of the ~ distribution curves shows that the average 

aperture is lower for A1 as expected. Also, the spread of the distri

bution is less. This is explained by the fact that closure is I'X)t con

stant over the joint surface but is obviously larger at points with 

larger initial aperture, where the joint surfaces do not a::me into 

contact with each other. At points where the joint surfaces are ini

tially in contact the closure is zero. '!his can also be illustrated as 

in Figure 4. 7 stnving a frequency histogram of the closure values. The 

closure is obtained fran the difference in aperture measurements at 

each point of A1 and A2. The closure distribution shows the same gen

eral shape as the aperture distribution itself, Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4. 7 Frequency histogram of the closure of the 
joint apertures due to ccmpression (l\2-Al). 

400 500 

The differences in void geanetries of the samples are west easily seen 

fran the three dimensional plots, Figure 4.8. Sample A, fran a well 

mated joint, sh:Ms a very even void gecmetry canpared to sample 83, 

taken fran an unmated joint. In sample A there is only one area with 

slightly larger aperture. Note that the scale in the z-direction is 

exaggerated for the sake of clarity. 
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D'IM-plots of the void geanetries of the joint sample 
a) A and b) S3. 

The void gecmetry of the joint can also be illustrated with an isoplot 

of the measured apertures (see section 3.4.3). Figure 4.9 shcMs the 

isocu:rve calculation fran sample S4 and S2. The equidistance is 50 llm 

for both samples. The hatched areas correspond to areas with apertures 

s:naller than 250 llm. It can be seen that the hatched areas, where the 

contact p:>ints also are expected to occur, are less in the sample S2 

than. in sample S4. The void space of S2 is also nnre unevenly distri

buted over the surface canpared with S4. 

Terrain m:xlels and isoplots fran the aperture measurements on all sam

ples are given in Appendices 2 and 3. The flCM experiments, presented 

in the next section, were perfonned with the water flCMing fran the 

left to the right side of the specimens in all figures. 
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a) 

b) 

Figure 4.9 lsoplots of the apertures of sample a) S4 and b) S2. 
The hatched areas correspond to apertures smaller 

than 250 llm. Equidistance 50 llm. Scale 1: 1. 5. 
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4.3 Flow experinmts 

The total flow through each joint was measured using a range of water 

gradients. The water gradients were selected such that the flow became 

large en::>Ugh to be measured accurately wi tlx>ut having any risk of tur

bulent conditions. The results fran the measurements fran all samples 

are given in Figure 4.10. The flow per unit width is plotted against 

the average water pressure gradient over the joint length. The real 

water pressure gradient will naturally vary over the joint surface 

because of the aperture variation. 
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Figure 4.10 Flow experiments on the joint replicas. Measured flow 
per width is plotted against the water pressure 
gradient. The lines s1xM the linear function fitted 
to the data pJints. 



The equivalent hydraulic aperture for a joint is calculated fran the 

slope of the linear flCM-gradient relationship which was fitted to the 

measurement points. The quotient between the average mechanical aper

ture (E) and the hydraulic aperture (e) of a joint is a measure of the 

difference between real void geanetry and the equivalent parallel 

plate concept of the joint. The results are Sln11TI.arized in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4 Surrmary of flCM exper.iments. 

Sample B S2 S3 S4 A1 A2 

Average aperture 313 462 417 261 84 161 
E [11m] 

Hydraulic aperture 
236 428 244 237 < 5 134 

e [11m] 

Bfe 1.33 1.08 1.71 1.10 > 16 1.20 

As described in section 3.5.2, velc::x::i ty experiments were perfo:rmed 

usinJ colour injections at several points along the inlet of the 

jOints. A ccmpilation of stream lines fran each sample is given in 

Appendix 4. For sample B roth boundaries of the coloured stream is 

drawn to illustrate the fact that the width of the stream varies along 

the joint. For the other samples a sinJle line indicates the flCM 

path. 

Figures 4.11a and b sh::Ms examples of stream lines fran sample S4 and 

B. In the figures the stream lines are overlayed on the calculated 

isoplots fran aperture measurements to illustrate h::M the apertures 

influence the flCM pattern. 
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Example: 1) The stream lines converge into areas with larger 

apertures. 

2) The stream lines diverge fran the tighter areas. 

3) The stream l~ bend such that they cut the isocurves 

perpendicularly, i.e. in the probable direction of 

maximum gradient. 

4) A stream broadens when it passes a tighter area. 

'!he velocities are measured and calculated as described in section 

3.5.3 and the result for each sample, at ~ different gradients, is 

given in Appendix 5. Generally there is oc> difference in the results 

at different gradients on the same joint sample. Since the fleM' was 

kept laminar any changes in flCM pattern or velocity distribution was 

also oc>t to be expected. 

The velocity was observed to vary between flCM paths and also alOI'19' 

each fleM' path. A cx::.mparatively tight area may in sane cases have a 

big gradient which will give rise to a higher velocity. Example 4) 

above was such a case and the colour front was seen to nove fast over 

that area. Generally the velocity is proportional to the aperture 

squared and a path with bigger aperture on average will also have the 

fastest flCM'. The velocity along the stream line ntnnber 7 in sample S2 

is, for example, higher than the velocity along stream line ntnnber 8, 

Figure 4.12. Fran the isoplot of apertures in Figure 4.13 cne can also 

fX)tice the difference in apertures in the areas along path 7 and 8 

respectively. 



a) 

b) 

Figure 4.11 Observed stream lines of the flay overlayed the aper
ture isoplots for a) sample S4, and b) sample B. 
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Figure 4.12 Resul ts fran velocity measurement on sample S2. 

Figure 4.13 stream paths coIreSpOnd:i.n:J to injection point 7 and 8 
of sample S2. '!he lines are derived f:r:on ph::,-tographs 
of colour inj ections and overlayed the isoplot. The 
hatched areas correspond to apertures snaller than 
250 ~m. Scale 1:1. 



Similar canparisons between aperture measurements, photographs and 

velocity measurements can be done on all samples leading to similar 

results. In the cases when a stream line Cbes rnt follCM the expected 

path, this may be due to the c:x::>arse grid of measurement points used in 

the aperture mea.suranents and the errors in the aperture determination 

(see sections 3.4.2 arid 5.1), which results in a calculated void gean

etry different fran the true void gecmetry. 

In sane cases the stream lines may bend because of air-bubbles that 

are trapped inside the joint. Since this was mainly observed in the 

narrcM areas, the distinction between tortuosity due to air and due 

to points in contact could be difficult to make. 

The rrost obvious result fran the colour injection is the difference 

between the different joint types. The three Stripa joints sh::M the 

same general features. The flCM paths change direction several times 

al<:OJ the joint. The sample A sh::Ms, h::Mever, a different flCM pat

tern. Apart fran one area with canparatively big apertures, which 

deflects the flCM, the stream lines through this joint are alnost par

allel. Figure 4.14 sh::Ms a photograph of sample A when a bigger arrount 

of colour was inj ected into the water flCM. Notice lxM the surface of 

the joint is covered quite evenly by the flCM. Fran this observation 

it can be expected that the CXXltact area between the joint surfaces of 

sample A is small. 

Figure 4.14 Pootograph of a colour injection in the water flCM 
through sample A. 
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The torblosi ty of the flCM varies between the sarrq;>les as well as along 

different flCM paths on each sample. The result fran the torblosity 

measurements is given in Table 4.6. 

The total flCM through the joints can be approximately calculated 

based on the velocity measurements using equation (8) (p. 56) as ex

plained in section 3.4.3 (k = 2/3). This flCM estimate is denJted Q v. 

The flCM can also be calculated using the aperture measurements. 1be 

average aperture value E is used in the "cubic law" (equation (3), 

p. 19). This equation is based on the parallel plate assumption. 

These tw::> flCM estimates QV and q were calculated for each experiment 

and are given together with the measured flCM if' in Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5 Conpilation of flCM estimates and measured flow 
(for further explanation see text). 

Sarrq;>le Gradient gn [~mJ a [~~ QV [rrLl ~ 
N::>. 

~h/L 
W s·m 

B 0.32 3.48 7.76 1.69 

B 0.56 5.03 13.57 2.14 

S2 0.14 9.03 12.10 4.77 

S2 0.21 11.51 17.52 5.20 

S3 0.31 2.22 23.80 0.95 

S3 0.60 5.92 35.35 2.55 

S4 0.18 1.43 2.67 1.30 

S4 0.20 2.18 3.03 2.31 

A 0.70 1.28 2.46 0.87 

A 1.05 2.00 3.69 1.19 

if' measured flCM 

q cubic law calculation of flCM 

QV calculated flCM fran measured velocities 



In Figure 4.15 the measured flow c;f and the estimated flow based on 

velocity measurements QV are given relative to the flow estimate q 

fran cubic law. c;f varies between 10 and 75 % of q. Q v lies between 5 

to 75 % of q. Notice that Q v is in alIrost all cases smaller than an. 
An explanation to this may be that the assumptions made in the evalu

ation were too rough. They might have caused a systematic underesti

mation of the flow. 

Because of the variation in velocities along different flow paths the 

contribution to the total flow will vary between different parts of 

of the joint surface. In the calculations of the total flow QV
, based 

on the velocity measurements, the contribution fran each "channel" is 

added together. Since the number of oolour injection points was limi

ted, and consequently was the avaliable infonnation on actual veloci

ties, the contribution to flow oould only be roughly estimated. 

(/) 
Q.) 
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q = C ·llh . E ; E = measured average aperture 

am = measured flow 

QV = K _1_ LV 3/ 2 : v = measured velocities {jJl n n 
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Figure 4.15 Conparison between measured and estimated flow rates 
given in Table 4.5. The bars steM the magnitudes of 

the ratios an and Q v for each flow experiment. 
q q 
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The largest contributions to flCM, cx:n:respc:xldi to the fastest chan

nels were successively added together until the S1..U1l was about 75 % of 

the total flCM Q
V

• The number of channels needed to give this percen

tage of total flCM was canpared to the total number of channels. This 

quotient provides an indicatien of how much of the joint surface area 

that contributes effectively to the total flCM. The results fran our 

experiments are given in Table 4 .6. 

The flCM is nnst unevenly distributed en sample S3. AOOut 80 % of the 

flCM results fran three out of ten channels corresp:::nding to 30 % of 

the joint surface area. For the sample A about 75 % of the flCM re

sul ts fran seven out of ten channels, corresp:nding to about 70 % of 

the joint surface. This implyes that for sample A alm:>st the whJle 

surface area is effectively contributing to the flCM. 

Table 4.6 Estimations of flCM distribution and results fran 
tortuosity measurement (for further explanatien 
see text). 

Sample B S2 S3 S4 1\2 

l1h [an] 5.2 9.1 2.1 3.1 5.0 9.7 3.8 4.2 10.8 16.2 

% of Ou,t 82.4 83.1 71.5 75.2 78.6 77.6 75.8 76.0 76.2 76.8 

No. channels 2 4 3 12 7 
Tot. No. ch. i! 10 10 21 10 

Tortuosity 
IlL 1.05-1.12 1.05-1.15 1.03-1.34 1.05-1.21 1.01-1.06 

min - max 



5 DISaJSSICN 

5.1 Expedloonta1 tedln:ique 

The epJXy replicas of natural joints carux:>t fully nodel all mechanical 

and hydraulic aspects. The strength of the asperities, especially the 

variation in strength between different areas where the joint has been 

weathered or is covered with coating materials, is obviously n:::>t re

flected in the epoxy m::Xiels. 

The mechanical properties of ep:>xy are different fran th::>se of rock. 

Elasto-plastic defonnation will occur at the contact points of the 

nodel in contrast to crushing which is expected fran brittle rocks. 

The ratio between the elastic nodulus and the canpressive strength is 

also Imlch lCMer for epoxy than rock. 

HCMeVer, in this study where the specimens are used several times, and 

the idea is to conduct flCM experiments for a krx:Mn aperture si tua

tion, it is advantageous to have a joint nodel made of a strong elas

tic material. Under the lCM stresses used for the experiments there 

will n:::>t occur arr:t irreversible defonnation after the initial cycles 

up to 5 MPa. Al th::>ugh the absolute stress levels will be different for 

the ep::lXi joint nodel the general change of aperture distribution of a 

rock joint can be studied with the presented technique. 

Natural joints with very soft fillings cannot be studied with this 

technique. Lcose particles may possibly exist inside the natural 

joints and influence the conductivity. This case can n:::>nnally rx:>t be 

oonsidered in any laboratory study since the joint specimens are 

easily destroyed and beccme disturbed already during sampling. Small 

differences between the original real joint and the epoxy replicas 

oould also appear due to imperfect copying procedure and hardening 

effects such as shrinking or warping of the specimen. Nevertheless the 

joint nodel obtained will provide a void gecmetry that could exist in 

nature and can well S9l:Ve as a sample for the purpose of studying flCM 

through a natural joint. 
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The main advantage of this technique is the visibility that allCMS us 

to study the flow by actually observing its features. Conclusions 

sh:>uld therefore be drawn, regarding the void gecmetry of a joint as 

the main con.ceIn and h::M it influences the flow. 

There are, to our krx:Mledge, tvx:> other studies which canbine infonna

tion about the void gecmetry of a joint sample with results fran flow 

experiments on the same spec:ilnen. These studies have been conducted by 

Gale (1987) and Pyrak-Nbl te (1977), (see section 2.1). The difference 

between our technique and the techniques employed by than is again, as 

discussed in section 2.3, a matter of h:::M to simplify the cx:mplex 

three-dimensional problan. Pyrak-Nblte connected the flow results to 

the situation of contact or "dead" areas while they had no infonnation 

on apertures. Our technique gives no infonnation about contact areas 

but provides a picture of the aperture variation. Gale (1987) canpared 

the measured average mechanical apertures with the calculated aper

tures based on flow tests on the same joint, which is similar to what 

was done in this ~rk. 

The sarrple size of the joint specimens in this study is of the same 

order as the specimen used by for example Gale (1987) but around ten 

tiJoos bigger than those of Pyrak-Nol te (1987). This size is still 

anall canpared to joints in-situ. Studies of the fractal nature of 

joint surfaces, B1XMl1 and Sch:>lz (1985b), stn.Js, lxMever, that the 

roughness is alm:>st scale independent which argues in favour of 

studies on the lal:x:>rato:ry scale. 

Since an aperture value detennined by the method presented here is an 

average fran the snall area cx:wered by a water drop the nost extreme 

values fran the population will not be detected. Therefore the pre

sented method will resul t in an aperture distribution which is rrore 

peaked than the actual pointwise aperture distribution. 

The areas over which the values are averaged, will also vary depending 

on the actual apertures. This might lead to a slight increase in skew

ness of the aperture distribution, in favour of larger values. 



The accuracy of these aperture measurements may also be questicned. 

The different sources of error were discussed in section 3.4.2. The 

total error was estimated to about 20 % for 10 \11 drops. Arr:l similar 

estimation of the accuracy of the techniques used in other studies has 

oc>t been avaliable for canpariscn. In this stage of developirg diffe

rent investigation techniques, a fairly ICM accuracy level nrust be 

expected. 

Since the techniques of aperture measurements so far employed by dif

ferent 'WOrkers are quite different, it w::>Uld make a canparison between 

them specially interestirg. A canbination of many meth:::ds applied on 

the same joint samples should be a f:rui tful approach for future inves

tigaticns. 

The experimental set-up allONS for flCM tests with water pressure 

levels up to cnly about t'WO meters. This still gives higher gradients 

than oc>nnally exists in the bedrock in-situ, exept fran sane locations 

close to rock excavations. If greater gradients are applied in flow 

tests the flCM might becx:me turbulent. 

Due to this limitation of the experimental set-up the flow test 

through the tightest joint replica CXJUld oc>t be CCI'lducted (Al). The 

flow through the joint became t'WO small to be measured. The correspcn

di.nJ velocities of the flow 'WOUld, h::Mever, also becane so snaIl that 

the chemical diffusion of the colour injected to the water must be 

(X)l1Sidered and might overshadow the spread due to the pressure gradi

ent. 

Already at the lowest flCM velocities that could be measured in. this 

study the trace of the colour became diffused at the outlet end of the 

specimen. The time measurement therefore is less accurate in this case 

and may represent better the average velocity, in a cross section of 

the joint (Fig. 2.13), rather than the maximum velOCity. '!his implies 

that the correct value of the factor k is oc>t certain (see secticns 

3.5-3.4) . 
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During the flCM tests we experienced the problem of airbubbles getting 

trapped inside the joint samples. This is a problem which may also be 

present in flCM tests on real rock joints al th::>ugh it is rrore diffi

cult to detect. The air problem oould possibly be overcane if a way of 

sealing the joint under water oould be found. A closed. flCM system 

with an air-bleeding arrangement, which has been used in sane other 

studies (Iwai (1976) and Elliot et ale (1985)), w:::>uld make tests with 

high pressure gradients possible, and would also iq>:rove the possibil

i ties of controlling the air-content of the flCMing water. 

In the analysiS of the velocity measurements, each measurement is as

sumed to represent the flCM in a charmel of rectangular cross section 

(see section 3.5.3). The shape of the actual charmels (if there is 

still enough basis for using the tenn charmel) is not rectangular and 

this is a difficulty when we want to attribute an equivalent width and 

aperture to each charmel. The assumption used in the analysis reduces 

the true three-d:i.mensicnal problem to a one-d:i.mensicnal problem, and 

the magnitude of the errors invel ved is not kn::Mn. 

In the perfonned experiments 4 to 21 velocities were detennined on 

each sample. The value of the informatia1 fran the velocity measure

ments will, h::Mever, be enhanced with increasing the number of injec

tion PJints along the width of the joint inlet. Having increased the 

nt.nnber of injection PJints, the contribution of flCM fran different 

parts of the joint can be studied in rrore detail and the chance in

creases that the fastest flCM path is found and measured. 

If the individual velocities were measured over parts of the flCM path 

Cbwn-stream of the inlet the value of information would be further en

hanced. '!his requires, h::Mever, that the tests are documented on film 

so that the flCM velocities can be evaluated later with the aid of the 

film. 

One clearly advantageous feature of the present technique is that it 

shows the paths of flaq and make direct measurements of tortuosity 

possible. Such infonnation is not provided by other techniques. The 

necessarily tortuous character of the flaq is clear fran studies of 



contact points, for example Iwai (1986) and Pyrak-Nolte (1987), but 

the extent of tortuosity cannot be actually measured by their tech

niques. 

5.2 Results 

5.2.1 ~cal pLoper ties 

The load-defonnation curves fran the nonnal loading of the epoxy rep

licas slxM a great difference in stiffness between the samples (Fig. 

4.2). Since the material of the replica surfaces is the same for all 

samples the difference in stiffness must be only due to the different 

geanetries of the joints. The samples S2 and S3 are clearly rrost ccm

pliant. This was also expected since these two joint samples are the 

IrOSt open, as can be seen fran the aperture measura:rents, and the area 

of contact in them sh:>uld be ccmparatively small. The sample S4 has a 

smaller average aperture than S2 and S3 and is also stiffer than than. 

This joint can be expected to have a larger contact area. MJre points 

of contact will decrease the actual stress levels in a joint at the 

contacts and. give less total defonnation. 

According to the study by Hopkins et ale (1987) (see section 2.2) the 

stiffness will also be influenced by the mere configuration of the 

contacts. The spread of apertures is less for sample S4 than for S2 

and S3 (see Figs.. 4 .. 4 and 4.9).. This is a further explanation to why 

sample S4, which is derived fran the same type of unmated joint, is 

stiffer than samples S2 and S3. 

Aperture and conductivity predictions based on stress-displacement 

measura:rent is an appealing approach which has been suggested by Tsang 

and Witherspoon (1981). However, many factors influence the final 

shape of a load-defonnation curve, such as the mechanical properties 

of the joint surface material, the degree of oorrelation between the 

two opposite joint surfaces, and the experimental details during the 

defonnation test. The differences between load-defonnation cw:ves 

caused by various factors are very difficult to separate. 
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5.2.2 

'!he results fran the aperture measurements are in agreement with the 

results of earlier investigations. Gentier (1986) and Gale (1987) 

present histograms of measured aperture distributions with the same 

general shape as in this study, Figures 2.2 and 2.4. 

'!he average apertures measured on the samples fran Stripa are carpara

ble to the calculated apertures fran in-situ tracer tests in Stripa 

mine, Abel.in et ale (1985) and Ahelin (1986). For sampling roles S2-6 

and S2-8 at the main test site, the aperture was detennined to be 240 

llm and 280 llm respectively. This calculation was d::>ne assuming linear 

fl<M fran the .injection role, mixing of the tracer at the injection 

role and using the mass balance conditions. For calculations based on 

assunptions different to what was mentioned, the apertures were 

smaller. 

The fit to a log-rx:>nnal function of the aperture distributions are 

generally gcx:xi. This function has also been suggested by others, for 

exanple Gale (1987). A problem when applying a theoretical distribu

ticn to the calculations of flCM, is the lorg theoretical tail. '!he 

actual distributions have an upper limit of the aperture and the 

applied distribution should therefore be truncated at sane level. 

Since the flow is sensitive to the largest apertures, a oorrect shape 

of the tail and a oorrect truncation is llnportant for the result. 

Neuzil and Tracy (1981) assuned a log-IX>nnal distribution of the aper

tures in their theoretical m:xiel of a joint. Figure·5.1 sh:Ms their 

calculation of the change in aperture distribution due to cx:upre$Sion. 

The result fran our measunnent on sample A, for different degrees of 

closure, agrees well with their calculation, Figure 4.5. The mean 

aperture of A1 is about half of that of A2 and the relative frequency 

for the peak value of A1 is double c:anpared to A2. 

According to their m:x:lel the change in aperture at any location is 

prop::>rticoal to the original aperture at that location, Figure 5.2. 

This simple m::>del of a canplex defonnation process is supported by our 



results. If the isoplot of the calculated void geanetry for A2 is can

pared with the isoplot of the closure (A2-Al), Figure 5.3, this corre

lation can be JX)ticed. 
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Figure 5.1 Theoretical chang'es in a log-nonnal distribution 
describing aperture frequency in a fracture 
undergoing ccmpression. As ccmpressive stress 
increases, mean aperture b decreases. Neuzil and 
Tracy (1981). 

Figure 5.2 M::xlel of aperture chang'e due to elastic canpres
sional defonnation of fracture walls. Contours A 
and B correspond to two different stress levels. 
Neuzil and Tracy (1981). 
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Figure 5.3 a) lsocu:r:ves of the aperture measurements fran 
sample A at a lCM l'X)nnal stress (A2). 

5.2.3 

b) lsocu:r:ves of the charYJe in aperture when the 
I'X)nnal stress on the sample A is higher (A1). The 
closure is calculated as the difference in aper
ture measurement at each PJint for A2 and Al. 

Flow exper.i.Ioonts 

scale 1: 1 

A detailed canparison with the results fran the study by Brc:Mn (1987) 

(see sections 2.1-2.3) canrx:>t be Cbne easily. His calculations are 

based on unoorrelated surfaces and the parameter 0, which is the stan

dard deviation for the surface height distribution on the unc:orrelated 



scale, is important in the presentation of the result. This parameter 

is difficult to estimate for the joint samples in our study that are 

expected to mate to sane degree, at least in the case of samples A and 

B. For the joint replicas derived fran joints in Stripa granite a 

rough canparison can be made assuming that they consist of uncorre

lated surfaces. 

The results fran the velocity and tortuosity measurements agrees in 

general character with the mnnerical results by B:r:a-m (1987) (see Fig. 

2.19). The variation of the velocities for the Stripa samples are of 

the same order as for the m:xIeled joint in his study. A surface sepa

ration of dm = 40, corresponding to surfaces that are just touching, 

slx>uld be the degree of contact nost canparable with the conditions in 

our study where the nonnal stress was very lCM. 

The canparison of cubic-law flCM estimates q, with actual measured 

flCM c;f, Figure 4.15, also slXMS ratios of the same order of magni

tude as toose calculated by B:r:a-m, Figure 2.20. The standard devia

tion of the topography sh:>ul.d be approximately of the same order as of 

the aperture which gives the rough estimation of 0 = 0.1 - 0.4 mn for 

the Stripa samples. The mean separation dm can be approximated with 

the average aperture E. With these assumptions the standardized sepa

ration dm/o, on the x-axis in Figure 2.20, lies between 1 and 2 for 

sarrq;>le S2, S3 and S4. The aperture value used in the cubic law in our 

study is the arithmetic average. Therefore c;f/q sh:>ul.d correspond to 

the filled circular data points in Figure 2.20. It can be seen that 

the values fran the calculations by BI:'C'MI1 agrees with the result in 

this study. 

Tsang (1984) used an electrical analog to study the effect of tortu

osity of flCM through joints and concluded that this effect on the 

total flCM through a joint could be of several orders of magnitude. 

This may seem contradictory to the result in our study where the cubic 

law estimation, altl'nlgh it gives a larger flCM, is of the same order 

of magnitude as measured flCM. HCMever, the degree of contact consid

ered in the study by Tsang is in sane cases very high, al:x:>ut 30 % and 

higher. For fractional contacts of 1, 3 and 5 %, which is of the same 
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level as expected in our experiments, Tsang calculates the tortuous 

flON to be between 30 to 99 % of the IX>n-tortuous flCM. 

Tsang (1984) also sl"laNed that a nore ~aked aperture distribution gave 

snaller effects of torbJosi ty than a broad distribution. This agrees 

with our result where sample A and S4 have the rrost peaked distribu

tion (Table 4.3) and the velocities of different flCM paths also 

varies less than for the other samples. 

Tsang also canpared a skewed aperture distribution, having the tail 

before peak, with the symnetric Gaussian distribution. The canparison 

shows less torbJosity effects for the skewed distribution. The aper

ture distributions measured in our study is skewed but with the tail 

after the peak. Stronger torbJosity effects should therefore be ex

pected for our distribution than for the Syrnnetric Gaussian distribu

tion. Hc.Mever, as discussed earlier, the aperture distribution will 

bea:Jne nore peaked during closure which is a canpensating factor on 

the tortuousity effect. T~ used a pure truncation of the distribu

tion to account for the changes due to closure (see section 2.2). 

The ratios between the IOOChanical and hydraulic aperture E/e calcu

la-ted fran the flCM experiments lies between 1.1 and 1. 7 for joints 

with hydraulic apertures between 134 lJlll and 428 llm. According to the 

empirical equation suggested by Barton et ale ( 1985 ), the ratio shJuld 

be 1 for these apertures when JRC is as ICM as 3 - 90 However, this 

relationship is built on a canpilation of data fran mated joints and 

should therefore be applied to this type of joints. 

Am:::ng the five studied joint samples the sample A is clearly mated. 

For the sample A JRC - 10. The flCM test on A2 gives a datapJint in 

agreement with the curves in Figure 2.14, suggested by Barton. The 

fleM' test on AI indicated a value on E/e > 16 and e < 5 llm. This pJint 

also plots in :rough accordance with the suggested relation. 

A canparison of the result in Table 4.6, concerrring the distribution 

of the flCM CJVer the surface areas, with the result fran aperture 

measurement in Table 4.3 shows that a nore even flCM corresp::>nds to 



snaller apertures and also to smaller spread in aperture distribution. 

An explanation to this trend, given by our experiments, could be that 

matedness is correlated with aperture such that well mated joints, 

i.e. with well correlated surfaces, have generally snaller average 

aperture than unmated joints. 

This tendency can be understood physically simply because two alrrost 

identical, opp::>Site surfaces subjected to nJnna.l stress shJuld close 

better than two surfaces with uncorrelated topographies. At depth in 

the rock mass, rock joints are nJnnally subjected to CX)I'lSiderable 

nonnal stress. 

Joints shcMing scme shear displacement, in particular the joints which 

have a large dilation angle, should be resp::>nSible for the major part 

of flow. An exception VOlld be the cases where extensive filling mate

rial, subsequent to earlier shearing, has partly sealed the joints. 

In the interpretation of in-situ tracer tests the major channels of 

transport should therefore be expected to be found on the nnst tmmated 

and open joints and to be unevenly spread over these surfaces. fI<:M

ever, on a larger scale of tracer tests, channels of transport may be 

found along geological structures other than the so called single 

joints. These channels could be responsible for a cx:nsiderable part of 

the transport depending on the actual rock mass. 

The teclmique developed has so far been applied to five different 

joint replicas. The aperture and flow measuranents were perfonned for 

CI.1e state of ccmpression on each sample, apart fran sample A, on which 

the apertures were measured for two different ccmpressions. The data 

collected is therefore limited and dJes not allow for extensive con

clusions. HcMever, the available results and evaluations Cb provide 

ideas and suggestions for further research. Observed trends may then 

be confinned or rrodified. 
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6 aN::LUSICRi 

- Carefully fabricated transparent replicas of rock joints have been 

~ to provide useful subjects for hydranechanical studies. The 

teqhniques developed during this work give the possibility to mea

sure both aperture and flCM characteristics of natural. rock jOints. 

- Five different joint samples have been replicated and their void 

geanetries were studied by aperture measurements. The average me

chanical aperture, E, varied between 84 and 462 ~m. The aperture 

distribution of the studied joint samples can be statistically 

described with a log-rx>nnal function. 

- The equivalent hydraulic aperture, e, of the samples were detenrrl.ned 

fran flCM experiments. The quotient E/ e was sI-Dwn to vary between 

1.1 and 1. 7 for samples with apertures larger than 0.1 nrn. 

- Estimates of the flCM through the joints were made using the mea

sured apertures, E, in the cubic law. The flCM actually measured in 

the experiments were 10 to 75 % of the estimates. 

- The velocities along several different flCM paths over the joint 

surface were measured. The result sh::Ms that through sane channels 

of a joint the flCM velocity can be up to about twenty times higher 

than through other charmels. The channeling character differed 

between the joint samples. 

- The detennination of the hydraulic aperture, e, was not sufficient 

to explain the different channeling characters between different 

joints. Am:>ng the studied joint samples were examples of similar e 

values on joints with different channeling character. 

- Also the quotient E/e was alone not sufficient to fully describe the 

hydraulic character of a joint. The value of this quotient is influ

enced both by actual aperture value and by the degree of matedness. 



- When the variation in aperture value was large the part of the joint 

surface area, effectively contributing to the total fleM', was small 

cx:mpared to the wh::>le joint surface area. Well mated joints were, on 

the other hand, s1"x:Mn to conduct the water rrore evenly over the 

whole surface. 

- The degree of matedn.ess is therefore an important factor influencing 

the conductive properties of a joint. The spread of the aperture 

distribution reflects the matedn.ess. The ratio between the average 

aperture and the standard deviation of the aperture distribution 

could be a possible matedness parameter. 

- The joint matedness property, al ter:natively the degree of mismatch 

between joint surfaces, sh::>uld be considered in hydrogeological sur

veys, in particular when the velocity of the water fleM' is of impor

tance. Practical and objective meth::>ds for the detennination of 

aperture and matedness are needed to improve the possibilities of 

good hydranechanical nodelling of the rock mass. 
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APPENDIX 1 Aperture ~ histograns 

Frequency histograms of the aperture distribution slxMing the resul ts 

fran aperture measurements using the technique described in section 

3.4. A sumnary of the results is given in Table 4.3 (p. 63). 

The histograms are calculated and plotted using the canputer package 

for statistical analysis STA'IGRAPHICS. 
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APPENDIX 2 Aperture isoplots 

Isocur:ves of the apertures measured over the surface area of the joint 

replicas. The equidistance between lines is 50 (J.ffi and the areas corre

sponding to apertures smaller than 250 (J.ffi, for samples B, 82, 83 and 

84, and smaller than 150 (J.ffi for sample A, is hatched. 

Measurement Al and A2 is made on the same joint replica, sample A, but 

under different degrees of canpression. Measurement Al corresponds to 

the highest level of nonnal load. 

The last isoplot shc:Ms the iSOCUIVes of the difference in aperture 

values in each point between loading case A2 and Al, i.e. the closure 

of the aperture due to the change in nonnal load. The areas correspon

ding to closure less than 50 (J.ffi are hathed. 

The calculation of the spatial aperture distribution is conducted with 

a digital terrain m:xiel program, TERM)S. 
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Sample B. Scale 1:1 



A2:3 

Sample S2. Scale 1:1 

Sample S3. Scale 1: 1 
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Sample S4. Scale 1:1 



A2:5 

Sample A. Scale 1:1 

Measurement A1 

Measurement A2 

Closure (A2 - A1) 
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APPENDIX 3 Void gearetry terrain nodels 

Terrain ITOdels shc:Ming the top:::>graphy of the void space inside the 

joints. The geanetry is calculated using a D'IM-package, TERMJS. The 

indata to the calculation is the aperture measurements described in 

section 3.4. The scale of the apertures (z-direction) is exaggerated 

for the sake of clarity. 
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APPENDIX 4 strean lines of flaN 

Colour injections into the water flCM during the flow tests were 

recorded with photographs. '!he follCMing figures shc:Ms a canpilation 

of stream lines collected fran different photographs on each sample. 

'!he lines should be regarded only as examples of flow paths and are 

not selected of any specific reason. Unclear stream lines and lines 

very similar to others were ani tted. On sample B both sides of the 

observed colour stream is given to illustrate that the width of the 

stream may vary along the path. 

'!he direction of the flCM is fran botton to top in the figures for 

all samples. 
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APPENDIX 5 FlON velocity diagrams 

The results fran flow velocity measurements are presented in the fol

lowing diagrams. The measurement technique is described in section 

3.5.2. The size and shape of the sample is given by the square. The 

length of the arrCMS correspond to the effective velocity of the flow 

detennined fran the colour inj ections. The starting p::>int of each 

a.rrcM is located at the beginning of the colour trace as observed 

fran the photographs. 

Dashed arrows slx::Ms estimated flCM velocities in the cases when the 

measurements have not been successful. 
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